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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Pragmatics and communication

Pragniatics is the study

of language

use in context.

It attempts

to explain

the relation between the form and the function of discourse by taking
into account the context iii which the communicative process takes
place. Pragmatic approaches to language view the communicative
process as a performative process; the referential expressions produced in
this process support the coniniunicative function (Clark, 1996;

Levinson, 1983; Mey, 2001; Renkema, 2004).
The communicative process can be described as a joint process in
which a minimum of two parties is involved: the producer of language
(the speaker or writer) and the recipient of language (the listener or
reader). In typical cases, both parties intend to benefit from the end
result of the conimunication process and are willing to expend effort to
achieve successful completion of the process. The producer's initial
effort consists in conceiving a message (conceptualization, formulation,
and articulation) and the recipient's initial effort consists in processing
this message.

The resolution of referential expressions can be viewed as a subpart
process. The producer provides ;in expression and the recipient
tries to arrive at the correct resolution of this expression. The

of this

completion of this joint referential process can be a fast-paced action or
a slow-paced action. This depends on the comniunicative competence
of both producer and recipient, A competent producer will expend
sufficient effort when initially producing the referential expression. As a
result, the expression will be unambiguous and

will enable

a

competent

recipient to correctly identify the intended referent. This basic intention
on the part of the producer to provide unambiguous expressions Illay
result in referential expressions that provide more inforniation than is
strictly necessary for correct identification of the intended referent.
Following Pechmann (1989), we term this provision of extra
information in the reterential expression overspecification.
Overspecificatio,1, minimal specificatio,1, „,iderspecijicatio,1 i,1 discourse
It is iniportant to clarify the terminology used in this chapter

and the
in
ensuing chapters. Overspecification occurs if,
providing referential
expressions, a producer of language is overly specific, in the sense that
more is said than the absolute minimum required for correct resolution
of the expression; the language producer provides more information
than is needed for unambiguous identification of the intended referent.
Minimally specified referential expressions are expressions that provide
the minimal information the recipient needs for unambiguous
identification of the intended referent. Underspecified referential
expressions are expressions that do not provide sufficient information for
unanibiguous identification of the intended referent.
Overspecification can occur when producing initial referential
expressions, that introduce a discourse entity, and when producing
anaphoric referential expressions, that refer anew to an entity that was
introduced at an earlier point in the discourse.
In an exaniple, the noun phrase the bla,k ball in (1) is an initial
referential expression.

(1)

Could you pick up the bl,ick ball for nie?

In a discourse context where the recipient can spot only one ball this
initial referential expression is overspecified. The attribute 'black' is
supertluous in the physical task context that is applicable in the discourse
situation: the physical task context is the part of the discourse context
16
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that allows for physical manipulation of the objects to which re ference is
made in the discourse.
In a discourse context where the recipient can spot two balls, one
black and one white, this same initial referential expression is minimally
specified. The attribute black is required for correct identification of the
intended referent in the physical task context.
In a discourse context where the recipient can spot two balls, both
black, this same initial referential expression is underspecified. The
attribute black does not provide the necessary information for correct
identification of the intended referent; a distinguishing aspect about the
ball needs to be mentioned to enable the recipient to successfully
complete the identification task. The language producer may provide
information about the size of the ball (big, little), the location of the ball
(in the corner, under the chair), the type of ball (volleyball, tennis ball),
as long as the information is distinguishing in the applicable physical task
context. The inclusion of the distinguishing information enables the
recipient to complete the identification task, but renders the expression
overspecified: the distinguishing information in itself is sufficient to
identify the referent and, therefore, the attribute 'black' is superfluous.
Examples (2), (3), and (4) each consist of a sequence of two sentences.
In these examples, the initial referential expressions in the first sentences
are minimally specified: the applicable physical task context contains
only one kite and only one ball. In the second sentences of these
examples an anaphoric referential expression is provided that refers anew
to the discourse entity that was introduced in the first sentence (the
antecedent). The use of italics in the examples indicates co-reference.

(2) Could you give me tlie kit2 I would like to give it to my son.
(3) Could you give me tlie kite? I would like to give the kite to my
son.

(4)

C:ould you give me the kite atid the ball? I would like to give it to
my son.

In example (2) the anaphoric referential expression is minimally
specified; the attenuated linguistic form (the pronoun it) in the second
sentence provides the minimal information that is necessary to correctly
17

establish the link with the initial referential expression (the antecedent)
in the first sentence. In example (3) the anaphoric referential expression
is overspecified; the noun phrase the kite in the second sentence provides

more information than is necessary to correctly establish the link with
the initial referential expression in the first sentence. In example (4) the
anaphoric referential expression is underspecified: here the pronoun it
does not provide sufficient inforniation to correctly establish the link
with the initial referential expression in the first sentence.
nientioned above, we follow Pechmann (1989) in using the term
overspecdication instead of the terni red,mda,My. Pechniann states that
redundancy is a technical term with a specific meaning, referring to parts
of a message which do not increase its informativeness. However, the
discussion in this thesis starts from the assumption that a language
producer's decision regarding the informational content of a referential
expression is a recipient-oriented decision and is, therefore, expected to
enhance the inforniativeness of the message. Parts of a message which
may aid the language recipient in referent resolution contribute to the
informativeness of the message, regardless of the fact that those parts
contain distinguishing or non-distinguishing information. Following
Shannon and Weaver (1949), parts of a message are considered to be
informative when they reduce the uncertainty experienced by the
recipient in respect of the correct resolution of a referential expression.
Consequently, parts of a niessage which may play a role in the reduction
of uncertainty on the part of the recipient by giving additional, though
not obligatory, information about the object are considered to be
informative and should not be called redundant.
As

1.2

Theories of reference - level of specification

Current theories of reference provide an explanatory account of the
relationship between the specification level of a referential expression
and the degree to which the discourse referent is mentally active' for the
Iii this thesis, the tertiis actitwtion and accessibility are used to convey an identical
meaning: the niental activation level ot discourse reterents.
1
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judged by the producer of language. The hierarchy of
accessibility markers (Ariel, 1991, 2()01) and the givenness hierarchy
(Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993) both describe this relationship.
Ariel's accessibility hierarchy provides a gradual ordering of the
recipient,

as

different types of referential expressions

(see

Figure 1.1). departing from

the thought that the specification level of a referenti:11 expression is
indicative of the mental accessibility of the referent on the part of the
recipient of language. Mental accessibility can originate in general
encyclopedic knowledge, in characteristics of the

text (resulting from a
former reference to the same entity), and in the shared physical task
context (resulting from a more or less prominent presence of the entity
in the physical task context). As the presence of the entity in the text or
in the physical task context is more proniinent, the references to the
entity can be less specific. Ariel (2()01) states that discoursal proniinence
of an entity (resulting from a fornier reference to the same entity) is a
stronger determinant of the degree of accessibility of an entity than
physical prominence; mental representations (and the related degree of
accessibility or mental activation of entities) are derived directly from
the discourse model, although the discourse niodel is affected by the
physical task context (Ariel, 2001).
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LOW ACCESSIBILITY
Full name + Modifier
Full name

Long definite descriptiotis
Sliort definite descriptions
Last nanie
First Iianie

Distal denionstrative (+ Modifier)
Proxiinal denionstrative (+ Modifier)
Stressed pronouns + Gesture
Stressed pronouns

Unstressed protiouns
Zeros

HIGH ACCESSIBILITY
Figure 1.1

Hierarchy of-Accessibility Markers (Ariel, 1991, p. 449)

Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski's givenness hierarchy is also based on
mental activation of entities (Gundel et al., 1993). They state that the
form of referential expressions depends on the assuniptions of the
speaker regarding the addressee's knowledge and attention state. The
cognitive statuses that are proposed in their hierarchy are implicationally
related, such that each status entails (and is, therefore, included by) all
lower statuses, but not vice versa (see Figure 1.2). Gundel et al. propose
that there are six cognitive statuses relevant to the form of referential
expressions: in focus, activated, familiar, uniquely identifiable,
referential, and type identifiable. The cognitive status 'in focus'
represents the highest level of mental activation, and the cognitive status
'type identifiable' represents the lowest level of mental activation. It
follows from the implication relation that a referent that is 'familiar' is at
the sanie tinie 'uniquely identifiable', 'referential', and 'type identifiable'.
iii
R)C us

>

{,11

timquely

activated
f th,it
<this
l this N

Figure 1.2
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In predicting the specification level of ret-erential expressions, these
referential theories do not explicitly take into account that the
communicative purpose of the text may have an influence on the
linguistic form of referential expressions. If language producers attribute
importance to the coniniunicative purpose of the text, then this
may lead to the production of referential expressions that show a higher
specification level than would be predicted on the basis of activationbased referential theories. Grice (1975, p. 45) refers to this influence of
the comniunicative purpose on the specification level of linguistic
contributions in the conversational niaxinis in the category quantity:
great

1. Make your contribution

as inforniative as is required (for the current
purposes of the exchange).
2. Do not niake your contribution niore informative than is required.

Overspecification of referential expressions seenis to go against the
second conversational maxini: the niaxini can be understood to predict
that referential expressiotis contain sufficient information for correct
identification of the referent but not more inforniation.
Overspecification of expressions can be considered a violation of this
Gricean maxim, but only if the additional informational content is not
required 1-or the current purposes of the exchange. If iii certain
communicative settings the additional inforniational content is required
because it aids the recipient in identifying the intended referent, then
the occurrence of overspecified expressions is not in conflict with this
Gricean 111axini of quantity.

In analytical as well

as

experiniental reference research, many factors

have been uncovered which are considered to affect the activation level
of discourse referents and as a result also the specification level of the
expressions that are chosen For reference. These factors can be

distinguished at different levels: on the one hand, surface-level
characteristics of discourse, such as order of mention (Gernsbacher &
Hargreaves, 1988), sentence position, syntactic role (Gordon, Grosz, &
Gillioni, 1993; Gordon, Hendrick, Ledoux, & Yang, 1999), depth of
embedding (Gordon & Hendrick, 1997; Ward, Sproat, & McKoon,
1991), and conipeting candidates or referential distance (Ariel, 1988)

21

and, on the other hand, conceptual characteristics, such as the
conceptual structure of discourse in terms of episode shifts (Anderson,
Garrod, & Sanford, 1983) , protagonist-hood (Francik, 1985), thematic

(Vonk, Hustinx, & Simons, 1992), and topicality (Morrow,
In
addition, intricate combinations of surface and conceptual
1985).
factors have been investigated, such as niorphological gender and
conceptual content (Carreiras & Gernsbacher, 1992) or morphological
gender and pragmatic-conceptual inferences (Garrod, Freudenthal, &
Boyle, 1994).
Research into the mental activation of discourse referents is aimed at
providing an explanation for the competence of language users in
distributing and nianaging their mental attention over referents, a
process that is highly determined by the limitations ofworking memory.
The production and interpretation of referential expressions proves to be
governed by heuristics, which itliply that attention nianagenient is
guided by referential econoniy and efficiency. One such heuristic is the
propensity not to produce or expect more referential material than is
necessary for unique identification of a discourse referent. A related
heuristic is the expectation that discourse referents are initially referred
to with full (highly specific) forms and anaphorically referred to with
attenuated (less specific) forms. This is why the sequence of sentences in
(1) sounds natural to us and the sequence in (2) does not (italics indicate
structure

co-reference):

(5) John is back honie again. He traveled through Asia for the last 5
months.
(6)

He is back

honie again. John traveled through Asia for the last 5

nionths.

This niakes clear that the use of referential expressions to efficiently
activate referents is a solid part of our discourse conipetence. Anaphoric
referential expressions are not monofunctional, however, and can display
additional functions. These functions may increase the specification level
of the expression. One such function is the addition ofnew information

about referents, as is shown in empirical (e.g., Alnior, 1999) and
analytical studies (e.g., Maes & Noordman, 1995). In an empirical paper,
Almor (1999) discusses anaphora that add new information about their
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antecedent, as in the anaphor 'the robin' after niention of the antecedent
'a bird', and in the anaphor 'the wet little bird' after mention of the
antecedent 'a robin'. Iii ati analytical study, Maes and Noordman (1995)

exemplify that anaphora can contain extra attributive information about
the discourse reterent that is nientioned in the antecedent, as in the
anaphor 'the conservative chancellor' after mention of the antecedent
'the chancellor'.
There are more referential phenomena that cannot be fully
accounted for within an activation-based theoretical explanation.
Discourse-specific aspects overrule efficient activation if a novelist
decides to introduce and maintain the main character by using a
pronoun only, or if children never talk about their niother by using a
pronoun, or if defendants and plaintiffs in Flen,ish court orders are
hardly ever pronotiiinalized (Macs. 1991).
Different theoretical positions can be taken to deal with these 'nonstandard' uses of referential expressions. A possible claini is that they are
all (deliberate) violations of the basic activation pattern. Another
explanation is that different basic systenis, which in interaction trigger
the choice for a certain referential expression, are responsible for these
'non-standard' uses. Apart froni activation, a nuinber of performancebased aspects of discourse can be considered, such as discourse goals,
type of relationship between the discourse participants, diffbrent modes
of communication, and situational conditions. These performance
aspects can be seen as parameters with different settings, the interaction
of which explains referential pattenis and strategies in any specific
language-in-use context. Consequently, an author's decision to use a

pronoun for the introduction of and subsequent reference to a main
character in a novel can be viewed as being peculiar and deviant,
because it violates nornial activation procedures of referential
expressions, or as nornial, given our prior knowledge of specific
narrative (literary) conventions and strategies that are available to
novelists. It is difficult to deterniine at this moment which theoretical
position is the most sensible one. We first need niore syste111atic,
controlled, and generalizable knowledge of the performance factors that
affect reference, and of the interaction of these t-actors and their effect on
referential patterns and strategies.
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the present research was to contribute to this type of
knowledge. The focus was on written instructive texts that support the
performance of a task in a physical task context. Existing theories of
reference (Ariel, 2001; Gundel et al., 1993) are based on mental
activation in predicting the specification level of referential expressions.
These theories do not differentiate for text genre or communicative
purposes, and as a result do not provide an explanation for obvious
violations of activation-based predictions. The general stance is that a
pragmatically-based explanation is available for these violations. In this
research, the viewpoint that perforniance factors may affect activationbased predictions was investigated; the minor role that in existing
referential theories is assigned to the perforniative aspects of the
conimunicative process, aspects that claim a pivotal position in a
pragniatic approach to language, was questioned. It was expected that
the first conversational maxim in the category quantity (Grice, 1975, p.
45) - 'Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the
current purposes of the exchange)' - would affect activation-based
predictions about the specification level of referential expressions.

1.3 Performance and reference in instructive discourse
Instructive discourse typically niediates between the mental
representation of users and the physical perforniance of tasks. Instructive
texts support the performance of diverse tasks, such as the installation
and tuning of coniputer, video, and camera equipinent or the operation
of household appliances, and these tasks imply that users manipulate
objects in the applicable physical task context. In producing instructive
texts, writers niust take into account the relevant characteristics of users
and tasks, and they have to anticipate specific goals, levels of experience,
prior knowledge, and task conditions of the readers/users. Practice and
research in the field of instructive text design has uncovered a large
nuniber of textual variables which are related to these conditions of use
(see Jansen & Maes. 1999, for a detailed overview).
Instructive texts deviate frorn other text types in that the larger part
of the entities that noun phrases refer to not only need to be identified,
so that they can be added to the mental representation that is
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constructed, but they also need to be spatially located within the
physical task context. This results in a coniplex and specific referential
task for readers and writers, and also in the possible application of
different referential strategies. The twofold referential task (identification
and location) is expected to affect referential patterns.
From the viewpoint of the reader, the identification and location of

objects is of crucial iniportance in attaining the ultiniate goal of
instructive texts: the execution of actions. According to research by
Glenberg and R.obertson (1999), actively locating referents (in their
ternis, indexing words to objects) facilitates task perforniance and
comprehension considerably, as it enables readers to derive affordances
froni these indexed objects, which in tuni are to be nieshed 'into a
coherent (i.e. doable and envisionable) set of actions' (Glenberg &
Robertson, 1999, p. 7). The affordances of an object represent the
different ways that are available for physical interaction with an object
(e.g., a switch can be pulled back and forth) These afl'ordances are
expected to originate in perceptual processes. Glenberg and Robertson
designed an experinient in which a group of participants listened to
background information about the workings of a compass while at the
same tillie they had the opportunity to look at the compass. A second
group of participants was given equal opportunity to listen to the
background information, but they did not have the chance to look at
the compass. As a result, the second group did 11Ot have the opportunity
to perceptually index the words that they were hearing to the objects on
the compass. The first group outperformed the second group in two
transfer tasks: reading related inforniation and using the compass. On the
basis of the results of this experinient, Glenberg and Robertson claim
that perceptually anchored background knowledge represents an
iniportant complement to abstract seniantic knowledge in constructing
mental representations.

From the viewpoint of the writer, the identification and location of
objects requires the construction of ati appropriate description on the
basis of available descriptive ingredients. Objects can be identified by
providing perceptually based information that may specify exterior
characteristics of objects (e.g., color, size, shape) or locative
characteristics of objects (e.g., diniensional axis, direction). In addition,
functionally based information can be used for the identification of
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objects, for instance, the user function of an object (the alarni button) or
the system function of an object (the exhaust valve).
Overspecificatio,1 of refrre,itial expressions i,1 i,istnictive discourse

Many researchers have reported results of production studies that
support the claim that referential expressions in instructive discourse are
almost always sufficient or unanibiguous but tend to be overspecified,
and that overspecified
referential expressions facilitate referent
identification (Beun & Cremers, 1998; Cremers, 1996; Deutsch, 1976;
Deutsch & Pechmann, 1982; Mangold & Pobel, 1988; Pechmann,
1989). The results of these studies confirmed the occurrence of
overspecification strategies but the effect of the communicative purpose
on overspecification was not investigated.
Cremers (1996) and Beun and Cremers (1998) analyzed initial
referential expressions that were produced in a block-building task. In
the experiment that they describe one participant had to instruct the
other in rebuilding a block building. The two participants were
separated by a screen. To avoid communication other than by spoken
language and gesturing, only their hands were visible to one another and
they were told that they were allowed to physically point to objects.
This pointing to objects occurred in 69 (48 percent) of the total of 145
initial referential expressions that were analyzed. The results of the
analysis confirm the claini formulated by Beun and Cremers (1998) that
the concept of focus is not only discourse-related, but is also applicable
to the shared physical domain of conversation (to which both dialogue
participants have visual as well as physical access), and that references to
objects that are in focus can be strongly reduced. They analyzed 45
initial referential expressions to out focus objects and 100 initial
referential expressions to in focus objects. The results showed
redundancy (overspecification) in 51 percent of the expressions to out
focus objects and in 21 percent of the expressions to in focus objects.
Also, the redundancy observed in the referential expressions produced to
identify in focus objects was always caused by the addition of a pointing
act, not because of the addition of extra descriptive information. In

judging redundancy, Beun and Creniers (1998) incorporated the
pointing acts. Many participants (iii 69 (48 percent) of the 145
expressions analyzed a pointing act was used) were of the opinion that
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physical pointing act would be beneficial to the participant who
was executing the block-building task. Language producers niay
verbalize such a physical gesture in an experimental situation that does

such

a

not allow for physical gesturing
Pechniann (1989) had the participants in his experiment look at 40
slides, which depicted four objects, six objects, or eight objects. The
participants were asked to name one of the objects on the slide in such a
way that the experinienter could un.imbiguously identify the object.
The participants could freely decide which of the four, six, or eight
objects on the slide they wanted to describe. Pechniann reports that 21
percent of the referential expressions were overspecified, whereas 4
percent were underspecified.
Deutsch (1976) and Mangold and Pobel (1988) report results that
indicate that it is easier for listeners to identify an overspecified object
than a minimally specified object. Deutsch (1976) showed that the
identification time decreased when the referential expression that
described the target object within a set of objects was overspecified.
Mangold and Pobel (1988) report similar results. They discuss a
'listener-oriented' strategy of object reference on the basis of the results
of three naniing experinients and two object-identification experiments.
On the basis of the naniing experinients, they concluded that the chance
of overspecification of the referential expression decreased if the

distinguishing feature of an object was highly perceptible. The objectidentification experinients corroborated this claini: if the distinguishing
feature was highly perceptible, additional features did not decrease the
identification tinie, whereas the opposite was found when the
distinguishing feature was perceptible to a lesser degree.
Deutsch and Pechmann (1982) conducted an experinient in which
adults, and children in different age groups (three-year-olds, six-yearolds, and nine-year-olds) were asked to select from an array of eight toys
the one toy that they would most likely give to a child as a birthday
present. The experinient was developed to test the natural ability of
children and adults to repair inadequate (underspecified) initial
referential expressions m standardized social interaction. This
standardized interaction was coniposed of a repetition in question forniat
(preceded by the word whic 11) Ok- the inadequate referential expression
that was provided by the participant. They found that in the youngest
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group (three-year-olds), 11 percent of the referential expressions
remained unresolved, even after extensive social interaction. In the
other age groups, and in the group of adults, all initially inadequate
referential expressions were eventually resolved. For the present
discussion, the results that Deutsch and Pechniann (1982) report
pertaining to the inadequacy/adequacy of the initial referential
expressions are of interest. In the group of three-year-olds, 87 percent of
the initial referential expressions were inadequate (underspecified). The
corresponding percentages for the six-year-olds, the nine-year-olds, and
the adults were 50 percent, 22 percent,and 6 percent, respectively. The
percentages of initial referential expressions that were more than
adequate (overspecified) are reported as well: zero percent for the threeyear-olds. 13 percent for the six-year-olds, 28 percent for the nine-yearolds, and 28 percent for the adults. Referential expressions were marked
as overspecified when they contained an attribute necessary to
discriniinate the intended referent in the context of alternatives and at
least one further attribute that was superfluous for correct identification
of the intended referent. In summary. this means that 6 percent of the
adults' referential expressions were underspecified, while 28 percent
age

were overspecified.
Levelt (1989) provides an explanation for the production of
overspecified referential expressions:
Listeners apparently create a "gestalt" of the object for which they
have to search. It is harder to search for "something red" than for
"a big red bird", even if the color would be sufficiently
discriminating. Information about the ki,id of object to be looked

for (e.g., a bird) is especially helpful for constructing such a
gestalt. (1989, p. 131)

This explanation supports the notion that the creation of an increasingly
complete 'gestalt' may contribute positively to the identification process.
Language producers may overspecify referential expressions because the
additional inforniation enables the recipient to create a 'gestalt' (mental
image) of the object.
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studies have convincingly shown that overspecification of
referential expressions occurs iii language production, and that language
recipients benefit from overspecified expressions when executing
identification tasks. In this thesis, the research focus is on the effect on
overspecification of differetit characteristics of an instructive
communicative setting that can either decrease or increase perforniance
These

deniands. An increase iii perforniance deniands not only niakes the
instructive task more challenging, but may also affect the informational
content of referential expressions.
Factors that niay infuence the production of instructive discourse
and, as a result, may affect the specification level of referential
expressions are discussed in the following sections. These factors are the
importance of the instructive task (section 1.3.1), the feedback facility
(section 1.3.2), the perceptual characteristics of the physical task context
(section 1.3.3), and the distinction betweeii spoken language production
and

written language production .ind speech proditction as an

incremental process (section 1.3.4).

1.3.1 Importance of the instructive task
Russell and Schober (1999) report research results that indicate that task
iniportance affects conversational references. Russell and Schober used a
set of twelve different tangram figures (irregular geometrical shapes),
printed in correct orientation on a sheet of paper, ill three straight rows
of four figures each. These tangram figures were difficult to describe but
they resembled certain seniantic categories; they could, for instance,
resenible boats, houses, dogs, .irches, or people. The sets ok- twelve
figures were chosen in such a Way that, on each page, eight of the
figures resembled one seniantic category (e.g., boats) \\·hile the
remaining tour figures resembled a diff-erent selliantic category (e.g.,
ducks). The director (the first participant in the experiment) was asked
to describe the target figure that \\·as circled on his2 sheet ot- paper for a
niatcher (the second participant in the experiment), who had a siniilar
sheet

of paper showing the sanie figures but arranged differently. The

2 'His' nieaning 'hij' or 'her'
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matcher either needed to single out the target figure froni the set of
twelve figures (high-criterion condition, increased task importance) or
needed to deterniine whether the target figure fell inside or outside the
subset that consisted of the four figures belonging to the one semantic
category, as explained above (low-criterion condition, decreased task
importance). For the matchers in the latter condition, the subset of four
figures was circled within the group of twelve figures. Note that the
necessity to identify the itidividual target figure was absent in the lowcriterion condition. The goal for low-criterion matchers required less
precision on the part of the director (the language producer). The latter
simply needed to refer to the seniantic category to which the circled
figure belonged. In the high-criterion condition, a mere reference to the

semantic category did not suffice: additional information about the
specific tangratii figure that needed to be identified by the niatcher was
necessary.

The initial descriptiotis that were produced to refer to the target
figure were coded as initiating either single-exchange or multipleexchange contributions. In the case of multiple-exchange contributions,
the language prodticer explc,ited the niatcher's presence by requiring the
matcher to actively contribitte to the referential process by requesting
ongoing feedback from the matcher. The results show that the language
producers adapted their language behavior to a high degree to the
matchers' goals: in the high-criterion condition, 22 percent of the

utterances initiated niultiple-exchange contributions; in the lowcriterion condition, this was 9 percent. These results show that a
producer tailors a description to suit the recipient's needs.

Kohlmann (1992). and Von Stutterheini, Mangold-Allwinn, Baratelli,
Kohlmann, and Kolbing (1993) discuss the effect of a speaker's
comniunicative intention (instructing or describing) on the type and
form of object references in text production. They analyzed texts that
resulted froni a production experiment. In this experiment, one group
of participants first saw a video that showed the assembly of a
nondescript toy object that consisted of ten parts. The ten parts were
then given to this group of participants with the request to assemble the
toy object. Lastly, this group was given a verbal task: they were to
instruct an adult listener in how to assemble the toy object. A second
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group of participants in this experinient had the opportunity to look at
the finished toy object. The verbal task of this group WaS to describe in
detail to an adult listener what the toy object looked like. The listener
was not present in the course of the experiment. Von Stutterheim et al.
(1993) state that the communicative task provides the format for the
conceptualization process in text production. The participants of the
production experinient employed reader-oriented referential strategies
that were task-dependent and differed in respect of the distribution of
color attributes in referential expressions. In the analysis of the texts, the
focus was on the informational content of initial references, maintained
references, and re-mentioned references. In initial references, objects are
newly introduced, a maintained reference is a reference to the same
object in an immediately following utterance, and a re-mentioned
reference is a reference to the sanie object when reference(s) to other
object(s) occurred in intermediate utterances. The results of the analysis
showed that, in instructions, color specification of the ten parts most
frequently occurred in initial references and re-mentioned references,
and rarely occurred in maintained references. In descriptions, however,
an almost equal distribution of color specification was observed in initial
references, in maintained references, and in re-mentioned references.
The different functions of object references in instructions as opposed to
descriptions can explain these findings. When it is the purpose or goal of
a text to provide assembly instructions for the listener, the speaker's
referential task is more critical: it is iniportant that the initial references
to the ten parts are explicit, and the inclusion of the color specification is
necessary early on, to ensure correct identification of the individual parts
by the listener. When it is the purpose or goal of a text to provide a
description of the toy object (a holistic image) for the listener, the
speaker's referential task is less critical: the initial references to the ten
parts need not be as explicit; a general characterization of the parts
suffices. Additional attributes may be provided in subsequent sentences.
The description and instruction conditions led to an adaptation of
the informational content of referential expressions. The participants in
the two conditions were apparently of the opinion that the object
references they produced were as informative as was required for the
current purposes of the exchange.
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A similar characteristic that niay affect task iniportance is the distinction
between a reading-to-do goal and a reading-to-learn goal:3 different
reading goals that are related to specific types of instructive texts (Sticht,
1985). In a reading-to-do situation, it is the sole goal of the instructive

text to have the

reader

execute the actions. In a reading-to-learn

situation, the goal of the instructive text is not only to have the reader
execute the actions but also to have the reader remember the actions.
This additional aspect of a reading-to-learn situation may affect task
iniportance: a writer niay attribute more importance to, and may feel
niore responsible toward his instructive task when instructing a reader in
a reading-to-learn situation (recurring task execution) as opposed to a
reader in a reading-to-do situation (one-time task execution), when the
reader's task is identical in both situations.
Maes, Ummelen, and Hoeken (1996) discuss these reading goals and
their relation to different types of instructive texts, and state that the
inforniational needs of readers in a reading-to-learn situation differ from
those of readers in a reading-to-do situation. Learners are known to
benefit more than doers from declarative information in instructive
discourse on top of procedural inforniation (see, e.g., Kieras & Bovair,
1984; E. E. Sniith & Goodnian, 1984). Ummelen (1997) investigated
the use and effect of procedural and declarative inforniation in computer
manuals. She concluded that declarative inforniation in computer
manuals (functional, task-oriented, and systeni-oriented information) has
a positive effect on repeated task execution, insight, and knowledge.
Karrenian (2004) reports results that seem to counter Ummelen's

conclusions. Karreman investigated the effect of two types of declarative
information in instructions: system information and utilization
information. She found no effect of these types of declarative
information on task execution. Maes (2000) states that writers appear to
adapt their instructions to the assumed reader's goal: writers who focus
on a reading-to-learn goal produce more declarative goal information
and make declarative inforniation more prominent in the linear
organization of their instructions than writers who focus on a reading-

to-do goal. In addition, the distinction between a reading-to-do goal
3 Redish (1989) extends this distiliction when she rypifies the task of- a tutorial user as a
reading to learn to do task (Glasbeek (2001) provides a detailed discussion)
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and a reading-to-learn goal can be related

to

different stages in the

of learning

skills: according to Anderson's ACT*-theory (1983),
learning can be associated more with the first, declarative phase of
learning, and doing with the other two phases, i.e., the associative and
process

autononious phases.

1.3.2 Feedback facility

A second factor of the conimunicative setting that may influence the
informational content of referential expressions is the feedback facility.
Instructive texts can be spoken (or written) in direct interaction between
producer and recipient, with the possibility of feedback, or in an
environment where the producer cannot expect direct feedback from
the recipient.
In feedback situations, the communicative roles are not fixed. The
language partners switch between the roles of producer and recipient of
language. The recipient will signal to the producer understanding or
misunderstanding (using verbal or non-verbal nieans), thereby indicating
that correct resolution of a referential expression has been possible, or
that more information is needed to arrive at the correct resolution. A
decrease of effort on the part of the producer may lead to an increase of
effort on the part of the recipient. If misunderstandings occur, it is
possible to make amends. The language partners can negotiate about the
correct resolution of a referential expression.
In contrast, in non-feedback situations, the communicative roles are
fixed. Role-switching is not possible. The recipient cannot signal
understanding or misunderstanding. A decrease of effort on the part of

the producer may lead to

an increase

of efrort on the part of the

recipient. If misunderstandings occur, however, it is not possible to
niake amends. Negotiation is not possible. A niisunderstanding willlead
to failure to identify the intended referent on the part of the recipient.
In non-feedback situations, correct resolution of referential expressions
can only be achieved when the producer of language is willing to
increase his effort to the extent necessarv for correct referent

identification on the part of the recipient.
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Redeker (1986) reports results that indicate that feedback facility has an
effect on the specification level of anaphoric referential expressions. She
had sixteen participants in an experinieiit watch two silent filnis and
asked them to retell the story of the one filni in a feedback condition
and the story of the other filni in a non-feedback condition. During the
task, speaker and listener were seated in separate booths, speaking into
microphones, so that visual contact was not possible. In both conditions,
the speakers were aware that the listeners would be asked to execute a
network task after listening to the story: they were to lay out
photographs of different scenes of the film and to draw connecting lines
between the scenes that depicted a close relationship in the film.
In her analysis, Redeker (1986) described the way in which speakers
(in the non-feedback condition) established and maintained reference to
the different characters iii the stories, and the way in which speakers and
listeners (in the feedback condition) collaborated to reach the same
objective. She found that, in general, in producing referential
expressions, speakers adapted to the applicable discourse condition. In
referring anaphorically, speakers were more careful not to use
ambiguous pronouns (anaphoric underspecification) in the non-feedback
condition (the listener could not ask for clarification), than in the
feedback condition. Also, they niore ofien provided a full description
where a pronoun would have been unanibiguous (anaphoric
overspecification) in the non-feedback condition than in the feedback
condition.

Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) introduced tlie pri,iciple of i,tittital
This principle is applicable in conversations and follows
from the mutual responsibility that participants in conversation bear
toward the understanding of each utterance. It refects their proposal
that speakers and recipients try to minimize collaborative elTort (the effort
both speakers and recipients need to expend from the initiation of the
referential process to its conipletion). The results of an analysis of
dialogues that were elicited by having participants cominunicate
information about a set of tangrani figures led Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs
to formulate the principle of illutual responsibility. They mention three
standard types of literary noun phrases that are used for reference in
writing: proper nouns, definite descriptions, and pronouns. The
respo,isibility.
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dialogue analysis showed that initial references in speaking can be niade
(a) using non-standard, non-literary noun phrases (for instance, when

the speaker, A, makes it clear that a noun phrase is to come next by
uttering 'uh, uh' and the recipient, B, actually utters the noun phrase, as
in example (7) below), (b) using noun phrases the speaker believes are
not adequate in the context (the utterance 'the one that doesn't look
like anything' in example (8)), and (c) using devices that explicitly draw
recipients into the process (by ending the noun phrase with a try
niarker, which indicates that the speaker requests an explicit verdict on
the noun phrase fronl the listener, as in example (8). The examples are
taken from Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986).
(7)

A. That tree has, uh, uh . . .
B. tent wornis.

A. Yeah.
B. Yeah.

(8)

And the next one is also the one that doesn't look like anything.
It's kind of like the tree?

Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) claim that the different types of initial
references reflect the attempt on the part of the speaker, and on the part
of the recipient, to minimize collaborative 404. In addition, they reflect
the speaker's viewpoint that both speaker and recipient have a
responsibility to successfully complete the referential process. Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs' results show that in a feedback situation speakers exploit
the recipient's presence by uttering minimally specified referents, or
even underspecified referents, in the expectation that the recipient, if
identification proves to be too difficult, will respond with a request for
clarification to which the speaker can then provide a reply.
A non-feedback situation, as opposed to a feedback situation, may
cause a speaker or writer to be very specific, which may have an effect
on the specification level of referential expressions. Clark and WilkesGibbs (1986) state that speakers and writers who are distant from their
recipients in place, time, or both might be assunied to adhere to a
modified version of the principle of niutual responsibility: tlte pri,lciple of
dista,it respolisibility. This principle states that 'the speaker or writer tries
to make sure, roughly by the initiation of each new contribution, that
35

the addressees should have been able to understand his nieaning in the

last utterance to a criterion sufficient for current purposes' (1986, p. 35).
The underlying idea has not changed; minimalization of collaborative
effort still forms the core of the principle, but the division of effort
between language producer and language recipient has changed. In a

non-feedback situation, the language recipient can not request
clarification and as a result all referential effort needs to be expended by
the language producer.
The degree of adherence to tile pri,iciple of distant respoilsibility depends
on whether the language producer is speaking or writing, and whether
the language product is exteniporaneous or planned. According to Clark
and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986), in spontaneous speech (in non-feedback
situations), as opposed to planned speech, the predictions for ref-erential
expressions stated in tile pri,iciple of lillitital respo,isibility are still partly
applicable. Speakers who do not have concurrent listeners still nionitor
what they say and can change course in producing a referential
expression. Writers, however (and speakers who deliver planned
speeches), have tillie to plan and rewrite if necessary, and are expected
to adhere more closely to tile priliciple of distant respo,isibility. This brings
us back to the essence of this principle, namely, that the writer has to
make sure that the reader has been able to understand the meaning of
the last utterance to a criterion sufficient for current purposes. This
criterion is dependent on the nature of the comniunicative setting and
on the comniunicative purpose of the exchange. But what does this
niean for the linguistic content of referential expressions? What
informational content will guarantee that the reader has been able to
understand the writer's meaning sufficiently, in that particular
communicative setting, supporting that particular communicative
purpose? This can be investigated enipirically by analyzing writing
products that are elicited in different conditions, conditions that are
expected to influence a writer's judgnient pertaining to the inclusion or
exclusion of informational content in referential expressions. In these
conditions, it is up to the writer to decide how much of the
collaborative effort he will take upon himself- to ensure that a referential
expression will be correctly understood. The seriousness of the
consequences of a misunderstanding and the explicitness of the
referential expression may be related. In instructive texts that are
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produced in

the recipient cannot signal
misunderstanding (non-feedback), this may result in overspecified
referential expressions; writers may feel very responsible because failure
to identify the referent will lead to failure to execute the task. As a
result, they take upon themselves all of the collaborative effort that
needs to be expended for successful completion of the referential
process. The degree to which the writer accepts responsibility for the
successful completion of the referential process may depend on his
judgment of how critical the task is for the reader. The writer needs to
weigh the consequences of task failure on the part of the reader and
subsequently act upon his judgment. We expected the writer's linguistic
behavior to be dependent on this reader-oriented factor.
a

situdtion

where

1.3.3 Perceptual characteristics of the physical task context

The perceptual features of an object that is to be described, and the
perceptual image of which the object is a part, either enhance or limit
the descriptive possibilities that a language producer can choose from,
and as such either increase or decrease the chances of an overspecified
description being produced. Consider, for exaniple, a perceptual image
that consists of thirty objects of identical size; 28 of the objects are
triangular and their color is black, and of the remaining two objects, one
is square and the other round, and the color of both is red. Language
producers, when asked to identify the square object or the round object,
nmy be inclined to mention the color of the object in addition to its
shape. However, the color information does not distinguish the object
within this particular perceptual image because there are two objects
that are red. Only the information about the shape of the object is truly
distinguishing. Nevertheless, language producers may be inclined to
mention the color of the object, because this feature is salient in the
applicable perceptual image: the object's color 'catches the eye' (a popout effect).

The description of an object by a person x (production of language)
and the identification of that same object by a person y (perception of
language) are activities that are based on the same perceptual processes.
This means that a perceptually salient feature, regardless of its
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distinguishing power, is more likely to be mentioned in a referential
expression. In the sanie line of reasoning, a perceptually salient feature is
more likely to be seen when an object is being identified, again
regardless of its distinguishing power. Consequently, this may mean that
salient features have a high chance of being mentioned in the referential
expression because they aid the producer in describing the object and
the recipient in identifying the object and, in addition, this may mean
that overspecification of referential expressions is reduced when objects
have no salient features. The results of the three naniing experiments
and two object-identification experiments reported by Mangold and
Pobel (1988) corroborate this statement. Mangold and Pobel refer to
previous studies which show that color is a salient feature in visual
search because it can be processed very quickly by the perceptual system
(Green & Anderson, 1956; S. L. Smith, 1962; Williarns, 1966). Size, and
particularly shape, they claim, are less perceptible because they require
tinie-consuming processing (cf. Wittling, 1976). Based on these studies,
Mangold and Pobel discuss a hierarchy pertaining to the ease of
perceptibility of the different features of the objects that were to be
described in their study. Color is at the top of the hierarchy, followed
by size and then shape.
In the naming experiments reported by Mangold and Pobel (1988),
the participants executed a series of naming tasks. In each task, they saw
a set of 24 geometrical figures of different shapes (triangle, square,
pentagon, hexagon), colors (green, blue, orange), and sizes (small, large).
One of the figures was marked and the participants were instructed to
refer verbally to this target in such a way that a listener could identify it
without confusion. The marked figure could be described by
mentioning a totally discrit,ii,iative jeature (a feature that was not shared by
any of the remaining 23 figures), a partially discri„,i,tative feature Ca feature

that was shared by some of the remaining 23 figures), or

a totally
nondiscriminative./eantre (a feature that was shared by all of the remaining

23 figures). For example, if the marked figure in the set was a s,nall gree,i
tria,igle, the set of 24 figures might have been chosen in such a way that
shape was the totally discriminative feature (meaning that none of the
reniaining 23 figures was also triangular), color was the partly
discriminative feature (meaning that sonie of the other 23 figures were
also green), and size was the totally nondiscriniinative feature (meaning
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that the other 23 figures were also small). The results of the naniing
experinients show that, apart from totally discriminative features,
participants also specified partly discriminative and nondiscriminative
features of the intended object. Mangold and Pobel report two
systematic trends: (1) if extra features are nientioned, partially
discriminative features have a higher chance of being mentioned than
nondiscriminative features, and (2) the chances of overspecification are
high when the degree of perceptual salience of the discriminating feature

is low. The trends predict that, in the example of tize st,iall gree,1 trict,igle
(as explained in the previous paragraph), the chances

of overspecification

are high because the perceptual salience of the discriminating feature,

which in this example is shape, is low (according to the perceptibility
hierarchy that they mention: color-size-shape). Also, the type of
overspecification that is predicted is a reference to the object feature
color because in this example color is the partially discriminative feature.
This prediction is strengthened by the fact that color is at the top of the
perceptibility hierarchy.
In the two identification experiments reported by Mangold and
Pobel (1988), the participants first listened to an object description and
then had to find the target in the array of 24 geometrical figures with
differing shapes, colors, and sizes. The results showed that
overspecification shortened the identification tillie if the overspecified
feature was better perceptible than the discriminative feature.
Mangold and Pobel's (1988) results confirm the hierarchy in ease of
perceptibility. Color proved to be perceptually most salient, followed by
size and shape (in that order). It should be noted though that it is not
surprising that in Mangold and Pobel's experimental setting the
perceptibility hierarchy mentioned by them was confirmed by their
results (especially the fact that shape proved to be least perceptible). The
scanning process was least tillie-consuniing when color was the
discriminative feature. For example, when the figure that needed to be
identified was orange then the other 23 figures showed a mix of the
colors green and blue. The scanning process that was necessary to
identify the object after listening to information about its color could be
completed very fast. When size was the discriminative feature, the
scannitig process could be completed very fast as well, because for size
there was only one alternative: when the figure that needed to be
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identified was small then the other 23 figures were large, or vice versa.
This causes the figure to stand out (the pop-out effect). Naturally, the
scanning process that was necessary to identify the object after listening

to information about its size could be completed very fast. In contrast,
when shape was the totally discriminative feature, the scanning process
was niore tinie-consuming, because for shape there were three
alternatives: when the figure that needed to be identified was a square,
then the other 23 figures showed a mix of the shapes triangle, pentagon,
and hexagon. It follows naturally that the scanning process that was
necessary to identify the figure after listening to information about its
shape was niost tinie-consuming: the perceptual iniage needed to be
scanned more thoroughly. This explanation indicates that the nuniber of
alternatives chosen for the features shape, color, and size was decisive.
The reported confirmation of the perceptibility hierarchy was caused by
this characteristic of the experimental material.
Mangold and Pobel (1988) reported a correspondence between the
results of the naming experiments (production) and the results of the
identification experiments (perception), and concluded that speakers
develop a listener-oriented strategy of object reference; they tend to
overspecify those features of a target which facilitate the listener's object
search (the features that are perceptually most salient).
This discussion of the research reported by Mangold and Pobel
(1988) supports the conclusion that overspecification of referential
expressions is affected by perceptual characteristics of the physical task
context (in Mangold and Pobel's research this was a depiction of 24
geonietrical figures of different shapes, colors, and sizes) and that changes
in the physical task context may affect the degree and type of
overspecification that occurs in language production. In the present
research no attempt was made to confirm or reject the perceptibility
hierarchy mentioned by Mangold and Pobel; the focus was on the effect
of performance factors on referential overspecification.
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1.3.4 Spoken language versus written language - incremental
speech production

Cohen (1984) reports results that indicate that the fact that utterances are
spoken has a stronger effect on language production than does the
feedback facility. Instructors produced far niore identification
information (in particular identification requests) in the spoken
(telephone) mode than in the written (keyboard) mode, although both
niodes allowed for direct, online feedback. Many production studies of
reference and perspective-taking in task-oriented discourse focused on
spoken dialogue. They relied on the collection of data with concurrent
feedback facility and visual contact between speaker and listener (e.g.,
Klein, 1983; Wright, 1990; Yule & Powers, 1994), or with different
variations in language mode and interactivity (e.g., Chapanis, Parrish,
Ochsnian, & Weeks, 1977; Krauss & Weinheimer, 1966). These studies
contained many indications of instructors adapting their referential
behavior to the situation in which the dialogue took place, and many
analyses of the experimental discourse focused on the specification level
of referential expressions in the applicable interaction mode.
Pechmann (1984a; 1984b; 1989) reports results that support Mangold
and Pobel's (1988) conclusions (discussed in section 1.3.3). Pechmann
discusses incremental speech production and its possible relatedness to
overspecification of referential expressions. He looked at the visualsearch processes and the speech-production processes of both adults and
children (Pechmann, 1984b). He describes an eye-movement
experiment in which adults and children were asked to nanie one
object. This object was either on a slide showing two, three, or four
objects (the small-number condition), or on a slide showing ten or
eleven objects (the large-number condition). Pechniann compared (i)
the percentage of all objects shown on a slide that had been fixated
preceding the onset of speech, and (ii) the latency between the onset of
a slide and the onset of speech. He found that adults fixated on average
37 percent of the objects shown on a slide before the onset of speech,
whereas the corresponding percentage for children was 68 percent. The
latencies he reports correspond to the fixation results. The average
latency between the onset of a slide and the onset of speech was 1.61
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seconds for the adults and 3.43 seconds for the children. The children's
processing was serial; they started producing a description after tlie visual
search process had been completed (evidenced by a high latency). In
contrast, the adults' processing was relatively simultaneous, which nieans
that there was a large teniporal overlap between the voicing of their
utterances and their visual scanning of relevant alternatives (evidenced
by a low latency). This is what Kempen and Hoenkamp (1987) terrned
i,1(ret,te,ital speech prodititio,1 (see also Clark & Clark,
relates the frequency of overspecification in adults'

1977). Pechmann
descriptions to the
fact that speech may be produced incrementally. Because of the relative
simultaneity of visual search and speech production, an adult speaker has
already uttered the inforniation before he realizes that a feature is nondistinguishing. Perceptually salient features acquire a dominant position
during visual search, regardless of their distinguishing power, and niay
thus have a high chance of being mentioned first (owing to incremental
speech production). This means that, if a feature is perceptually very
salient but at the same tinie non-distinguishing, and speech is produced
incrementally, the combination of the two willlead to overspecification
of the referential expression by adult speakers. Overspecification will not
be observed as frequently in children because children start producing a
description after the visual search process has been completed. Deutsch
and Pechniann (1982) report results that corroborate this statenient.
Zero percent of three-year-olds' and 13 percent of six-year-olds' initial
descriptions were overspecified, whereas the corresponding percentage
for both nine-year-olds and adults was 28 percent. These results show
that the nuniber of overspecified descriptiotis increases .is children get
older.
Pechmann (1989) claims that two other findings also provide evidence
for the incremental production of speech. The first finding is the
occurrence of noun phrases that display a deviating prenominal ordering
of adjectives. In his naming experiment, he used three features: object
class (cars, balls, chairs, etc.) color, and size. The results showed that
niany participants started the production of a referential description

before they had fully scanned the whole doni;tin. They started the
an adjective denoting a feature that was easily
cognizable, even if that feature did not distinguish the target object from

description with
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its context. In his experiment, that feature was aliiiost always color (in
concordance with the results reported by Mangold and Pobel (1988)).
Such an incremental strategy of- object-naniing is bound to have an
effect on the prenominal ordering ofadjectives in the noun phrase. The
default order of prenoniinal adjectives in Dutch is related to the
definiteness of the adjective (Martin, 1969); definite adjectives conie
closest to the noun and this means that the adjective that denotes color
comes closer to the noun than the adjective that denotes size (Clark &
Clark, 1977). An adjective is more definite if it is less dependent on the
noun for its nieaning. For instance, to grasp the correct conceptual
extent of the adjective 'big', it is important to know whether it concerns
a big niouse or a big hippopotanius, whereas to grasp the correct
conceptual extent of the adjective 'red' it is not as important to know
whether it concerns a red pencil or a red car (examples from Pechmann,
1989). The adjective red is niore definite in nieaning than the adjective
big. If, in Pechniatin's experinient, the feature color (most easily
cognizable) is non-distinguishing (or in Mangold and Pobel's (1988)
terminology, non-discriminating), and the speaker needs to add the
feature size to disanibiguate the object description, and speech is
produced increnientally, then the combination of these factors may lead
to an adjective order that deviates from the det-ault adjective order, like
'the red small car' instead of the default order 'the sniall red car'.
Pechmann's data show that these noun phrases were indeed produced.
Of the 52 utterances that denoted size and color, 36 showed the regular
word order. Of the reniaining 16 utterances, eight utterances started

with an adjective denoting color, followed by an adjective denoting size
plus the noun, and eight litterances started with .iii adjective denoting
color, followed by the noun plus ati adjective denoting size. This shows
that adults do produce noun phrases with deviating adjective order, and

this might be explained by assuniing that (i) speakers produce noun
phrases incrementally, and that (ii) incremental speech production
overrules the syntactic constraints pertaining to the ordering of
adjectives. In this respect, it should be noted that the participants in
Pechmann's experiment were not requested to be tlist in executing the
task.

The second finding nientioned by Pechniatin (1989)

as

evidence for

the incremental production of speech concerns the assignnient of
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acoustic stress to distinguishing information. Acoustic stress signals to the
listener that the inforniation is iniportant. In an earlier study, Pechmann
(1984a) found that adults as well as children systematically stress
inforniation that is distinguishing with respect to the linguistic context

(endophorically distinguishing information) but that they do not
systematically stress information that is distinguishing with respect to the
non-linguistic context (exophorically distinguishing information). In his
experinient, the endophorically distinguishing information was
information that distinguished the present object from the object that
was identified by the participant in the task that directly preceded the
present task, but this object was no longer present in the current
situation of utterance, although the representation of the object was
highly activated in the speaker's mental model. For example, if a
participant was to refer to a white bird in the present task and a black
bird had been referred to in the previous task, then this would result in
the stress being placed on the word 'white' iii the noun phrase, also if
the color inforniation did not distinguish the object in the current
situation of utterance.

Exophorically distinguishing information

is

information that

distinguishes the present object froni other objects in the current
situation of utterance. Pechmann (1989) clainis that the fact that it is
possible for the speaker to stress the information that is endophorically
distinguishing (but not the information that is exophorically
distinguishing) is evidence for the incremental production of speech. To
be able to stress information that is exophorically distinguishing, the
speaker needs to coniplete a tinie-consuming process: the object that is
to be described needs to be compared to the other objects in the nonlinguistic context (in Pechmann's 1989 experitnent, these were three,
five or seven objects). To be able to stress information that is
endophorically distinguishing, the speaker needs to complete a process
that is far less time-consuming: the object that is to be described needs
to be compared to the objects in the endophoric context (this is the one
object that the participant identified in the preceding slide). The latter is
a

timenionic activity and can be perfornied much more quickly and

easily than the activity of visually scanning the non-linguistic context in
its entirety. Because the speaker starts the utterance before the visual
search process has been completed, it is possible to stress information
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INTRODUCTION
is distinguishing in the endophoric context (that comparison process
has been completed), but it is not possible to stress information that is
distinguishing in the exophoric context (that coniparison process is still
underway).
Pechmann (1989) mentioned two additional reasons why speakers
niay produce utterances incrementally. First, incremental speech
production can speed up the process of coniniunication. If different
alternatives need to be weighed, this will cause an interruption in the
information flow; increniental speech production prevents this. Second,
iricreniental speech production, and the resulting absence of the
necessity to weigh different alternatives, decreases the speaker's memory
load. The speaker nierely needs to renieinber short phrases and the
syntactic frame of the sentence he is uttering.
Considering the above, the conclusion would be that a writer's
production of language, as opposed to a speaker's production of
language, would not have to be incremental. The production of written
language typically occurs in a non-feedback situation; speeding up the
process of communication is not an issue. The sanie applies to nieniory
load. The written text serves as a meniory aid. This could niean that,
whereas in spoken language incremental speech production niay explain
the production of overspecified referential expressions, this niay not be
the case for written language.

that

1.4

Central research questions; thesis overview

Sections 1.3.1 to 1.3.4 illustrate that, in any conimunicative setting, a
conibination of characteristics affects language production. The studies
discussed confirni that language producers pen'asively, in a variety of
ways and in a variety of situations, adapt latiguage production to meet
the recipients' needs.
The focus of the research described in this thesis is the effect of
performance factors on the specification level of referential expressions
in written instructive texts that support the perforniance of a task iii a
physical task context. These performance factors can be related to the
iniportance of the coniniunicative purpose and to the visual appearance
of the device that is part of the physical task context. Overspecification
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of referential expressions

is regarded as a specific instance

of recipient-

oriented adaptation in language production. Four research questions
were posed:
the iniportance of the conimunicative purpose affect
activation-based predictions about the specification level of
referential expressions (Chapters 2 and 5)2
Do characteristics of the physical task context affect activation-based
predictions about the specification level of referential expressions

• Does

•

(Chapters 2 and 3)?

• Is overspecification of referential expressions

a

violation of the

Gricean maxim in the category quantity (Chapter 4)?
• Does a reading-to-learn situation affect the specification level of
referential expressions, owing to the provision of functional
information in the expression (Chapter 2)2
Chapter 2 provides a discussion of the analysis of a corpus of instructive
texts that was elicited in a production experiment. The specification
level of referential expressions in relation to different performance
factors was deterniined. In the experiniental conditions, the reading goal

(a reading-to-learn goal or a reading-to-do goal) and the physical task
or different physical task context for producer and
recipient oflanguage) were manipulated.
In Chapter 3 attention shifts from initial referential expressions to
anaphoric referential expressions in instructive texts.
The results of the perception experiment discussed in Chapter 4
provide insight into the effects of overspecified and minimally specified
referential expressions on the identification time (the time that is needed
to identify the intended referent).
In the production experiment described in Chapter 5, the effect of
the iniportance of the communicative purpose on the specification level
of referential expressions was tested; in the experitiiental conditions, the
instructive task context (a high-instructive context or a low-instructive
context (an identical

context) was manipulated.
General conclusions are provided in Chapter 6.
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2
OVERSPECIFICATION IN PRODUCTION1

2.1 Introduction
The research described iii this chapter was designed to investigate the
referential behavior of language producers in instructive texts. The focus
was on the linguistic nie.ins that writers employed to formulate
referential expressions that would enable readers to identify objects
(buttons) on the device (a radio alarni) that was the subject of the
instructive text. The aim was to deterniine in what way, and to what
degree, specific pragniatic circunist.inces of text usage influenced the
language producers' choice of- linguistic nieans. An existing corpus of
instructive texts was analyzed to illustrate the choices nude in language
production (Macs & Arts, 1999): This corpus was elicited in a
production experiment in which two independent variables were
implemented: the instructive goal t-or the intended reader of the text
1

Based on: Arts, A., Macs, A., Noordinati, L., & Jansen, C. (2000) 01'erspecification of
nferi,mill exprt·svicitis iii itistmmi,e chst·oitrse. Paper presented at the Tentli Annual Meeting
of the Society for Text and Discourse, Lyon, France, and Macs, A., Arts, A., &

Noordniati, L. (2004). Retoretice litatiagetiketit iii instnictive discourse.
Processes, 3 7(2),

117-144.

4 1 wozild like to th.itik prof: dr. A.A. Maes tor the i,se of the corpits

Disco,irse

(do-goal: one-tinie task execution or learn-goal: recurring task
execution) and the visual appearance of the device that was the subject
of the instructive text (visually the same: an identical physical task
context or visually different: a different physical task context). The
analysis focused on the referential strategies that were chosen to refer to
the different objects on the device.

2.2 Background and expectations
2.2.1 Twofold referential task

As indicated in Chapter 1, the entities that noun phrases

refer to in

instructive texts not only need to be identified; they also need to be
spatially located within the physical task context. This twofold
referential task was expected to affect the referential patterns in
instructive texts. The identification and location of objects by the reader
is a prerequisite for the execution of actions. which is the goal of an
instructive text. As mentioned in C:hapter 1, Glenberg and liobertson
(1999) claim that indexing words to objects (actively locating referents)
facilitates task performince and comprehension. The identification and
location of objects by the writer increases referential demands. The
writer can decide to provide perceptual inforniation or functional
information. or both, to refer to the object. Perceptual information
specifies the object's shape. color, size, or position within the physical
task context, wliile functional information specifies the object's taskrelated function.

2.2.2 Feedback versus non-feedback
In Chapter 1, two principles based on the difference between a feedback
situation and a non-feedback situation Are discussed: the principle of
shared responsibility (applicable in a feedback situation) and the principle
of distant responsibility (applicable in a non-feedback situation). These
principles were introduced by ('.lark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986), and are
based on the notion that, iii a feedback situation, the language p.irtners
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share the responsibility atid, if necessary, will arrive at the

correct

identification of referents iii a process of co-operation. Iii a lionfeedback situation, the principle of distant responsibility is expected to
recipient cannot ask lor clarification, the
producer needs to take upoii himself-,ill 'identification responsibility' and
this may result in the producer being highly specific when referring to
entities, which increases the chances that a referential expression will be
exert influence: because the

overspecified.
As discussed in Chapter 1, this viewpoint seenis to be supported by

Pechniann's (1989) investigation of language prodiiction in a nonfeedback spoken context. His results show the opposite of- niininiization,
i.e., a large extent of- referential overspecification. Pechmann claims that
the explanation for the observed overspecification should be based on
the increniental nature of language production. While articulating the

first parts of an utterance, speakers process further inforniation which is
to be incorporated in that utterance; speakers start an utterance before
they have allowed thetiiselves the time to exhaustively scan the
perceptual image. Only exhaustive scanning provides speakers witli the
possibility of producing an utterance that is niinimally specified and
contains just sufficietit information to identify the object.
The incremental nature of- language production niay explain
overspecification iii a non-feedback spoken context (Pechniann, 1989),
but this explanation was not expected to be applicable in a nonfeedback context characterized by well-considered written production.
We expected that instructive writers in a non-feedback situation would
overspecify because of the principle of distant responsibility (H.H. C'lark
& Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).

2.2.3 Independent variables

The analysis of the instructive corpus

as described in this chapter
illustrated, on the one hand, the effect on language production of the
instructive goal: a reading-tc,-do or a reading-to-learn goal; aiid, on the

other hand, the effect of the visual appearance of the objects of
reference: an identical or a different physical task context.
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Itistnictii,e goal

To instruct,

to inform, to convince, to entertain; texts niay serve
different purposes, often simultaneously. The purposes define the
difTerent categories that texts belong to. The categories may be
subdivided on the basis of category-specific goals. Instructive texts can
be written with niany different goals in niind, for instance, instructions

with the purpose of one-tinie task execution and instructions with the
purpose of learning to execute the task. Both goals represent
recognizable subtypes of instructive texts in everyday use. For example,
standard installation and tiiaintenance sections in instructions for use
typically represent information which is to be executed incidentally
(one-time task execution). Conversely, niost of the instructions in a
computer manual are typically meant to be learned for future application
(recurring task execution).
As mentioned in Chapter L Sticht (1985) uses the terminology
reading-to-do ;ind reading-to-learn for this contrast, and relates these
reading goals to different types of instructive texts. In a reading-to-do
situation, it is the goal of the instructive text to have the reader execute
the actions. In a reading-to-learn situation the goal of the instructive
text is to have the reader execute and renieniber the actions. It is
possible that the informational needs of readers in a reading-to-learn
situation differ froni those of readers in a reading-to-do situation.
Unimelen (1997), concluded that declarative information in coniputer
manuals (functional. task-oriented and system-oriented information) has
a positive effect on repeated task execution, insight, and knowledge.
In the experiniental writing task, one group of participants had to
focus on a reader with a typical 'do' goal. i.e.. the incidental execution
of a task ('do' condition) and another group of participants had to
assume that the reader intended to learn the task once and for all, i.e., a
'learn' goal ('learn' condition). Both instructive goals reflect naturalistic
and valid ways of using instructive texts. Awareness of the reader's goal
was expected to be reflected in the referential behavior of the instructive
writers. It was expected that 'learn' writers would employ niore
linguistic means to establish reference than 'do' writers. Because of the
differences in assessment of the importance of the referential task with
regard to the reader, the decision to use extra linguistic nieans was
expected to beconie apparent in the production of niore coding material
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for the identification of objects. 'Learn' writers were expected to
provide device-related, functional, task-oriented. and system-oriented
information (from now on jointly referred to as functional information),
because they needed to use knowledge-based strategies aimed at
providing meaningful insight into task and device. 'Do' writers were
expected to use direct identification strategies providing a minimtim of
inforination, because their only goal was to have the reader execute the
task.

The foregoing resulted in two hypotheses pertaining to the degree of
identification inforniation (Hypothesis 1) and the type of identification
inforniation (Hypothesis 2) in relation to the instructive goal:
Hypotliesis 1: 'Learn'

writers provide more inforniation for the

identification of referents than 'do' writers
Hypotliesis 2: 'Learn' writers provide more functional information for the

identification of referents than 'do' writers
Visual appearance

The use of visual information is known to be of great importance in
learning from (instructive) discourse. In addition to the results in
Glenberg and Robertson (1999), mentioned in section 2.2.1, studies in
the framework of dual-coding theory and cognitive-load theory,
provide evidence (although not always unequivocally) that visual
support in comprehending actions is beneficial because it helps to build
solid mental representations based on the integration of verbal and visual

input (e.g., Mayer, Bove, Bryman, Mars, & Tapango, 1996). Likewise, a
visual representation can be used to code multiple information units at
once and thus reduce working memory load caused by complicated
verbal instructions (e.g.. Marcus, Cooper, & Sweller, 1996). The
relevance of visuals is also shown in technical writing practice: the
writers of manuals abundantly opt for visuals, which are verbally referred
to in niany different ways (see Maes & Lenting, 1999).
The visual appearance of the objects to be identified by the
reader/user (i.e., the physical task context) was manipulated as the
second variable in the experimental writing task. Participants were asked
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to assume that the objects to be referred to were either visually the same
to the reader ('same' condition), or visually different to the reader

('different' condition).
We expected that the visual appearance of the task-related objects,
would have a pervasive influence on the nature of the ret-erential
strategies used. First, writers in the 'sanie' condition were expected to
use perceptually based expressions and perceptually based
overspecifications. Second, writers in the 'different' condition had a
referentially more difficult task. They could not rely on the presence of
the objects in the physical task context and had to expend more effort to
referentially prepare the object so that it could be referred to successfully
in the actual instructions. One way of tackling the complexity of such a
task is to use extra propositional identification acts to prepare the object
references in the actual instructions. This strategy of using independent
identification acts was observed under different instructive conditions in
Cohen (1984) (see also Chapter 1, p. 41). His participants had to instruct
a listener or reader in how to install a water pump, in different
coniniunication modes. In comparing the telephone (spoken) to the
keyboard (written) modes, Cohen showed that instructors iii the
telephone niode produced a large number of 'identification requests',
i.e., extra preparatory propositions preceding the actual instructions
ie.g., tltere is a black 0-ritig? . Since direct feedback was possible in both
modes, Cohen concluded that the extra referential effort was connected
with the difference between spoken and written language, aiid could
have been caused by meniory limitations on the speaker or on the
hearer in the telephone mode. In view of our experimental set-up,
however, we expected this type of referential behavior to be exhibited
mainly by writers in the 'different' condition, in an attempt to solve
their referentially niore coniplex task.

The foregoing resulted in two hypotheses pertaining to the degree of
identification intorniation (Hypothesis 3) and the type of identification
inforniation (Hypothesis 4) in relation to visual appearance:
Hypothesis 3:

'Different' writers use more preparatory propositions for

the identification of referents than 'sanie' writers
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Hypotliesis 4. 'Same' writers use more perceptual information for the
identification of referents than 'different' writers

2.3 Method
The participants in the experiment were asked to write an instructive
text. The focus was on the instructive goal for the intended reader and
the visual appearance of the device.

2.3.1 Participants and design

One hundred and five participants took part in the experiment. They
were all students in their final year of translation college, taking a regular
advanced Dutch writing course. They were all native speakers of Dutch.
Participation in the experiment was part of the course. The participants
were randomly assigned to the four different experimental conditions:
27 participants to the do & same scenario; 29 participants to the do &
different scenario; 21 participants to the learn & same scenario; and 28
participants to the learn & different scenario.

2.3.2 Materials
The participants
inforniation:

received

a

booklet

containing

the

following

• aft introthictory page on the purpose of the writing task. The task was
said to be part of an investigation of the way in which experienced
writers describe instructions which are presented iii a visual form.
Participants were asked to use only plain text, consisting of
paragraphs and full sentences; they were asked to be fully explicit and
to write correctly.

a sce,tario descriptio,i of tile experi,ne,ital task. in one of four versions (do
& same, learn & same, do & different, learn & different).
. a drati,ing of the radio ill,in,1 that the participants had to focus on (see

•

Figure 2.1).
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• i,istnictio,is J-or zisi,ig tlie radio alarm (for a fragment, see Figure 2.2).

The instructions described four functions to be performed (how to
set the clock/alarni tinie, how to activate the alarm, how to turn otT
the alarm, how to doze off with the radio). The instructions
contained goal information and action inforniation pertaining to the
four different functions that were to be performed.
Goal information told the reader what the ultimate goal was; it
did not tell the reader what actions needed to be perfornied to obtain
this goal. For instance, four goal information slots occurred in Figure
2.2 (Set time, Set clock tinie, Set hour, Set minutes). Goal slots were
all uniformly presented as a combination of a task verb and an object.
Action information told the reader exactly which button needed
to be pushed in or held down. It contained the precise information
that was necessary to obtain tlle corresponding goal. Action slots
were presented in visual forni; each action was represented in two
rows. Figure 2.2 contained two action slots. The lower row in an
action slot symbolically represented the buttons on the radio alarni.
The grey (upper) row contained information about the exact action
that needed to be perfornied with the button.
Altogether, the radio alarm instructions contained 42 information
slots which contained either goal information (26 slots) or action
information (16 slots).
• a gitide to holv to read tlie i,istnictio,is, especially to how to read the grey
row. For example, the first action in Figure 2.2 means that the first
button needs to be pushed in and held in (i.e; two black triangles
aligned horizontally), while pressing the third button repeatedly (i.e.,
two black triangles aligned vertically).
•
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a closing page with a number

of personal

and task-related questions.
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Experiniental material: The radio alarm
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Fragment of the instructions in the experimental niaterial. Six
information units: four goal slots in three embedded paragrapli
levels (i.e., the verbal elements or titles), and
(i.e., the two visital iiistructions in table format).

two

action units

The experimental writing task consisted in writing a fax to a friend with
instructions on how to use a radio alarm. The fax had to be directed
either to a 'do' reader or a 'learn' reader, and to a reader with either
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exactly the same radio alarm or a different radio alarm. For these
situations, specific scenarios were constructed, which were presented to
the participants as follows:
do & smite scetiario. Your friend is staying for just one night in the room
of a person who is not at home. He needs to get up early the next
morning. In the room, he has found a radio alarm, but not a user's
manual. Your friend's radio alarni is identical to yours. Send him a clear

answer by fax to the following question: How do I program, for just this
one time, the radio alarm in such a way that I will be in time for my
appointnient toillorrow nionling?
do

& differe,it sce,tario.

Your friend is staying for just one night in the

room of a person who is not at home. He needs to get up early the next
morning. In the rooni, he has found a radio alarm, but not a user's
manual. Your friend's radio alarm is shaped like a toy bear. Send him a
clear answer by fax to the following question: How do I prograni, for
just this one tillie, the radio alarm in such a Way that I will be in time
for my appointnient tomorrow morning?

leant & sai,le sceitario. Your friend received a radio alarm from his sister.

He wants to use it in the future to get up every morning, but he did not
receive a user's manual. Your friend's radio alarm is identical to yours.
Send hini a clear answer by fax to the following question: How do I

learn, once and for all, to prograni the radio alarm in such a way that,
froni now on, I will be in time for my morning appointnients?
team & differe,it sce,lario.
sister. He

Your friend received a radio alarni froni his

wants to use it in the future to get up every morning, but he

did not receive

a user's manual. Your friend's radio alarm is
shaped like a
toy bear. Send him a clear answer by fax to the following question:
How do I learn, once and for all, to program the radio alarm in such a
way that, from now on, I will be in time for my morning appointments?
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2.3.3 Procedure
The experiment was run in sessions of 15 to 2() participants each. Each
session took place in a coniputer room and took about 40 niinutes.
The participants received the booklet containing the experimental

material. The experimenter read the introductory page with the
participants, and explained tlie visual instructions and the experimental
task. Afterwards, the participants wrote their instructions without a time
limit. After completing the task, they filled out the last page of the
booklet.
The participants executed the task in Word. They started with a
blank Word document. All participants were experienced users of this
computer prograni.

2.4

Data analysis

The experimental instructions for using the radio alarni - i.e., the 26
verbal goal slots and the 16 visual action slots, as illustrated in Figure 2.2
- were used as a tool in eliciting similar written instructions and as such
in collecting referentially comparable data.
One hundred and five participants wrotc an instructive text. The
data of six participants were left out of the analysis. These participants
forined a sub-group and appear to have copied each other in their
niethod of referring to the different buttons (i.e., first identifying the
buttons by assigning a number to them and subsequently mentioning
the assigned number in the actual instruction). As a result. the instructive
corpus that was analyzed consisted of a total of 99 texts.

2.4.1 Clause analysis
separate clauses in the instructive texts
identified
as
and
were nunibered
goal units, action units, or extra units.
verbally
expressed (part of) one of the 26 goal slots. Action
Goal units
units verbally expressed (part of) the 16 action slots. Clauses were

In a preliminary analysis, the

identified

as

extra

units if they were

not triggered

directly by the
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experimental instruction. Figure 2.3, which records a participant's
description of- the instructioiis in Figure 2.2, illustrates this clause
analysis: it contains four goal units, four action units, and two extra
(consequence) units.

text fragmetits

slot jitt,ilber

iliforniatimi type

(see Fig:,re 2.2)

'To set the tillie'

1

'keep the letitiiost buttoll pressed'

1.1.1+1.1.2

acttoll

'Now you can set die hour'

1.1.1

goal

'To do that'

1.1.1

goal

'you press the third buttoii'

1.1.1

action

'until you get the desired hour'

1.1.1

Iconseq.1

'Then yoit can set the minutes'

1.1.2

goal

'You do that by pressing the fourth button'

1.1.2

actioti

'until you obtain the desired illillutes'

1.1.2

Iconseq.l

'Now you can let go ot-the leftillost button'

1.1.1+1.1.2

actioli

Figure 2.3

goal

Analysis of- a text fraginent iii clauses, slot nuinber, and
ititortiiatioii type

2.4.2 Referential analysis: Action noun phrases and preparatory
propositions
For the referential analysis of the data, we looked at the strategies which
participants employed to establish reference to the most central discourse
referents: the nine buttons (six push buttons, two turn buttons, one
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switch) on the radio alarm. We defined .ind analyzed two subsets of
referential data:
• set 1: a set of nine tictioll Selitelice tiolm plircises per instructive text
(from this point termed Lictioll 11011,1 p|traSes) . these noun phrases
referred to each of the nine buttons on the radio alarm and occurred
in the first action sentence that referred to each button;
•

set 2: a set of preparatory propositio,8 per instructive text; these
preparatory propositions occurred in sonic of the texts and preceded

the action sentence that contained the noun phrase that was analyzed
to obtain set 1 (not all instructive texts contained preparatory
propositions, not all participants chose this strategy).

The two sets of referential data provided information (i) about the
degree of identification inforniation employed in the texts (Hypotheses
1 and 3) and (ii) about the type of referential information that occurred
in the texts (Hypotheses 2 and 4). The action noun phrases in set 1 were
characterized as overspecified or mininially specified (either increasing or
decreasing the identification information), and they were characterized
as either perceptually based or functionally based. The preparatory
propositions in set 2 were present or absent in the text (either increasing
or decreasing the identification inforniation) and they were
characterized as either perceptually based or functionally based.
Set 1 : Actio,1 tiot,„ plirases

Set 1 contained the nitie action noun phrases per text that referred to
each of the nine buttons on the radio alarin and that occurred in the first
action sentence that referred to each button. This action sentence
contained the exact information that the reader needed to execute a
certain instruction: the type of action it concerned (for example. 'push
in' or 'turn to the right') and a reference to the object that was to be
used for the action. Exaniple (1), which verbalizes the first instructions
given in Figure 2.2, contains two action noiin phrases:

(1)

In order to set the hour, keep pressing

the large sqi,are bittto,10,1 tile

/eft and push tlie first s,1, 11 sq,wre b,itto,1 more than once until you
get the right result.
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An action iloull phrase occurred in the first action sentence in which
reference was niade to that specific button. This does not niean that the
action noun phrases were all initial referential expressions. In the
instructive texts, the action noun phrases in action sentences could be
preceded by noun phrases that referred to the same button and that
occurred in preparatory propositions, as iii example (2) (see also set 2).
These were propositions in which the identification of a button in an
action sentence was prepared. The acdon noun phrases in set 1 enabled
us to differentiate between two relevant referential strategies. In the first
strategy, tlie writers opted for introduction of the buttons directly in the
action sentence, as in exatiiple (1). In this case, the action noun phrase
in set 1 was a non-anaphoric expression and, therefore, an initial
referential expression. In the second strategy, the writers invested extra
referential effort and introduced the button iii one or niore preparatory
propositions preceding the action sentence. An example is provided iii
(2). In this case, the action noun phrase in set 1 was anaphorically related
to the noun phrases in these preparatory propositions.

(2)

[Soniewhere on your radio alarni, there have to be titio btittoils t|idt
e,table yot, to set tlie 1101,4

lIn niy case, these are a 1,1(le sqitare and a si,iall sqitare bittton.]
[In your case, it might be different].
[So you will have to look for the,11.1

[How do you know you have tile riglit btitto,121
[I f you press the large o,ie, the hour display lights up].
[1 f you press tlie st,lall o,le, the time on the display changes.]
To set the hour, keep pressing the large sqi,are bittto,1 0,1 tlie left and
push

tile 31,1,111 sqitare Initto,i

repeatedly until you get the right

result.

The action noun phrases that comprised set 1 could take a diversity of
factors in the comniunicative setting as an anchor point. An illustrative
survey of these factors is provided in Figure 2.4. To test the hypotheses,
we were interested (i) in the number of action noun phrases that were
analyzed as functionally based (itidicated ,vith * in Figure 2.4) and the
nuniber of action noun phrases that were analyzed as perceptu.lily based
(indicated with ** in Figure 2.4), because functional information was
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expected to occur niore in the 'learn' condition than in the 'do'
condition, and perceptual inforniation was expected to occur more in
the 'same' condition than in the 'different' condition, and (ii) in the
nuniber of action noun phrases that were overspecified, because
overspecification of noun phrases increases the degree of identification

information in the text.
Functionally based action noun phrases referred to the function of
the button that was to be identified (e.g., the button th,it i,idicates tile
diann). Perceptually based action noun phrases contained perceptual
characteristics triggered by the experiniental material, iii particular about
the size (e.g., the large button), the shape (e.g., the sqttare button), or the
location ofthe object (e.g., the 4ft button).
Both functionally based and perceptually based action noun phrases
were classified as either niininially specified or overspecified. A
perceptually based action noun phrase was judged to be overspecified if
it contained more perceptual characteristics than necessary for unique

identification of the button within the given

physical task context

(provided by the visual instruction, see Figure 2.1). For exaniple, in the
overspecified action noun phrase in (3), at least one ingredient is
superfluous: there is only one large square button, and there is only one
button on the left (see Figure 2.1). A functionally based action noun
phrase was judged to be overspecified if it contained niore functional
characteristics than necessary for identification of the button on the
device. This type of overspecification did not occur in the experitiiental
texts.

(3)

Push the [large] [squarel button [on the left]
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clet,ice-ode,ited iitere{lieiits

perception
the size of the object**
the shape of the object **

the locatioii of the object**
the semantics of the object (the presence of
which is often a syntactic necessit-v as it provides
the notin phrase with the necessary head nom)
system characteristics of the object
comparisoii with other objects

1.= bitttoti
the sq,mre button
the 'ef' button
tlie

the

1 tittoll

the button it,th three positions
a bittton litst like tile til,le blitto,i

itser/t,Lck-based

the fiinction of the object*

the Wirriti blitton;

the fimctional task users have to perfortii*

the button t|kit i,1111(ates the aldnli
the button Illilt lilloWS yoll to i,131111 the
,11,1,1,1

the 'filtictionallocation' of the object*
the action to be executed with the object

the button Ii, th 'a/,trut' cir 'a/' 011 if

the button tlicit yoti <,1,1 pilt iii tliree
positio,is

the course of the task of the user

the blitton yot, did tiot 11,11'e to lise yet

i,ismictor-hised

reference to the itistrlictors ongoing task

the btitton / ilid not itie,itimi yet

text-based

anaphoric link with An Antecedent

it
tllis blitto,1
tlie |,tittoii

the course of the text

(two btittons)

knolt'ledge-bilsed
assumed experience

the button that

of the ruder

Oile·

is

tile otiler

tistia#Y the lArgest

0Ile

1,"1('lle

the

rielit/correct

button

a blittol,

a diffemit button

Figure 2.4

Set 1 atialysis: Different wavs of conceptualizing buttons (*

indicates fiinctionally based. ** indicates perceptiially based)
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Set 2: Preparatory propositio,ts

Set 2 contained the preparatory propositions that in some instructive
texts were used to prepare the noun phrases in the action sentetices.
These propositions related either to an individual button or to a list of
buttons. Individual preparatory propositions prepared specific buttons to
be used in the subsequent action sentence at the local level

of discourse,

as in example (4). List-like preparatory propositions referred to a series
of buttons at a more global level of discourse: the six buttons on top, as
in exaniple (5), the three buttons on the side, or the nine buttons
together. As such, they served as an advance organizer for a nuniber of
subsequent actions.

(4)

The sluniber function can

be activated with ,1 btittoit 0,1 top. Push
tile seco,id blitto,1 -fro i tlie riglit 01, top of tile device and the
radio will play for thirty m inutes.
On top, there are six butto,ts. a /arge sqi,are....To set the hour,
once on

(5)

press the large sqtiare bittto,1.

The preparatory propositions that comprised set 2 were characterized in
various ways. Figure 2.5 provides an overview. Writers could take the
user, the instructor, or the device as focal point.
To test the hypotheses, we were interested (i) in the total nuniber of
propositions (because preparatory propositions increase the degree of

identification information in the text) and (ii) in the number of
propositions that were analyzed as functionally based and the number of
propositions that were analyzed as perceptually based (because functional
inforniation was expected to occur more in the 'learn' condition than in
the 'do' condition, and perceptual inforniation was expected to occur
more in the 'same' condition than in the 'different' condition).
Functionally based propositions can be characterized as propositions

that mention the function of the button (e.g., To set the hour you
should search for Li blitto,1 tliat I,as 'ti„ie' printed ,iert to it).

Perceptually based propositions can be characterized as propositions
that mention perceptual characteristics of the button (e.g., The slumber
function can be activated with a bitth,it o,t top.).
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user/t,isk-orie,ited propositimis

existential be

(In yotir case) there is (a list of) x

need

You need x

search

Yoti sliozild search/look for x

result
condition
control

Did voit find x?
If you have found x, then....

How do you know that you have the right
button?

Trv A to find x.

exploratioti
task-oriented

x is the only one that you did not have to use yet

i,Istnictor-orielited propositioils

existential be

hi tiiy case, there is x

labeling objects
expression of writer's asslinlpti 011
expression of writer's guess or

I

I will label it as x
will assunie that x is . . .

I do not know how/wliere x is

uncertainty

device-oriei,ted propositio,is

perception-based

finction-orietited
systetn-based

Figure 2.5

x has the forni of y, x looks like y, x has position y

x has the fittictioii ofy
x works as follows

Types of preparatory propositions

The referential analysis explained in this section allowed us to measure
the degree of identification inforniation in the texts: overspecification of
(perceptually based and functionally based) Action noun phrases and the
occurrence of preparatory propositions jointly increase the degree of
identification inforniation. In addition, the analysis allowed us to
measure the occurrence of functionally based and perceptually based
information in the texts, either in action noun phrases or in preparatory
propositions.
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2.5 Results
In this section, we present the results of the two data sets. The data Kvere
analyzed using a two-way analysis of variance with visual appearance
(sai,te. dgere,it) and instructive goal (do, lecint) as independent factors.

2.5.1 Set

1:

Action noun phrases

Table 2.1 presents the relevant results for set 1. Set 1 comprised the nine
action noun phrases used by each participant.
Table 2.1

Set 1: Mean ntiniber of realized actioll

1102111

phrases and

overspecified actioii 1101111 phrases (niaxiniuin is 9) as a function
ot- visual appearance (satiie or differeiit) and instructive goal (do
or learii)
saiiie

do
action noun phrases realized

functionally based

futictiotially overspecified
perceptually based
perceptually overspecified

other types (see Fig. 2.4)

dill-erent

11=26

learn
n=18

do
n=29

learn
n=26

8.12

8.94

7.38

8.15

0.()4

0.06

3.07

2.96

0

0

7.73

8.50

1.10

2.38

3.69

5.50

0.03

0.54

0.35

0.38

3.21

2.81

0

0

Actio,1 ,imm plirases realized

The number of realized action noun phrases was lower in the 'different'
condition than in the 'same' condition, F(1, 95)=10.71, p < .01. There
was a main effect of instructive goal: the nuniber of realized action noun
phrases was higher in the 'learn' condition than in the 'do' condition,
F(1, 95)=11.82, p <.01. There was no interaction, F<1.
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Fwictiolially based actio,t lioitit phrases

The number of functionally based action noun phrases was higher in the
'different' condition than in the 'same' condition, F(1,95)=62.91,
p<.001. There was no main effect of goal, F<1 and there was no
interactioii, F< 1. Overspecified functionally based action noun phrases
did not occur.
Perceptitally based actio,i ito,„i plirases
of perceptually based action noun phrases was higher in the
'sanie' condition than in the 'different' condition, F(1,95)=201.53,

The number

p<.001. There was a m.iin effect of instructive goal: the nuniber of
perceptually based action noun phrases was higher in the 'learn'
condition than in the 'do' condition, F(1,95)=5.22, p<.05. There was
no interaction, F<1.
The number of overspecified perceptually based action noun phrases
was higher in the 'same' condition than in the 'different' condition,
F(1,95)-199.90, p<.001. There was a niain effect ofinstructive goal: the
number of overspecified perceptually based action noun phrases was
higher in the 'learn' condition than in the 'do' condition,
F(1,95)=14.38, p<.()01. There was an interaction between visual
appearance and instructive goal: the effect of the instructive goal was
stronger in the 'sallie' condition than in the 'different' condition,
F(1,95)-4.57, p<.05.
Otlier types of atio,1 11011,1 pliNKs

Other types of action noun phrases occurred more often in the
'different' condition than in the 'same' condition, F(1,95)=54.14,
p<.001. There was no main effect of instructive goal, F< 1 and no
interaction, F< 1.

2.5.2 Set 2: Preparatory propositions
Table 2.2 presents the relevant results for set 2. Set 2 coniprised the
preparatory propositions that were produced.
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Table 2.2

Set 2: Mean iluniber of preparatory propositions as a function of
visual appearance (same or differetit) and instructive goal (do or
learn)

ditlerent

Sallie

do
n-26

11=18

do
n=29

learn
n=26

1.62

1.17

6.62

6.31

tiinctionally based

0.23

0.39

3.86

3.23

perceptually based

1.15

0.72

1.21

1.73

other types (see Fig. 2.5)

0.24

0.06

1.55

1.35

total preparatory propositioiis

learn

The total number of preparatory propositions was higher in the
'different' condition than in the 'sanie' condition, F(1,95)=38.72,

p<.001. There was no main effect of instructive goal, F< 1 and no
interaction, F< 1.

The nuniber of functionally based preparatory propositions was
higher in the 'different' condition than in the 'same' condition,
F(1,95)=50.20, p<.0()1. There was no niain effect of instructive goal,
F< 1 and no interaction, F<1.
Perceptually based preparatory propositions occurred equally often in
the 'same' condition and the 'different' condition, F(1,95)-3.04, p=.08.
There was no niain effect of instructive goal, F<1 and no interaction,

F(1,95)=2.46, p=.12.
Other types of preparatory propositions occurred more often in the
'different' condition than in the 'same' condition, F(1,95)=23.86,

p<.001. There was no main effect of instructive goal, F< 1 and no
interaction, F<1.

Table 2.3 shows the sanie phenomenon in a more detailed way and
from a different angle. By conibining set 1 and set 2 it was possible to
determine the niean nulliber of action noun phrases that were preceded
by a preparatory proposition. A preparatory proposition related to an
individual button or to a list of buttons (see examples (4) and (5), p. 63).
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Table 2.3

Set 1 & set 2: Mean nzimber

of action

noun phraseR preceded by

an (individual or list-like) preparatory proposition (inaxitiizini is
9)

different

sallie

do

learn

do

learn

n=26

n=18

n=29

n=26

1.69

1.67

4.00

3.85

individual proposition

0.46

0.28

3.28

2.12

list-like proposition

1.23

1.39

0.72

1.73

action noun phrases with
preparatory propositioii

Action noun phrases in the 'different' condition were niore often
preceded by a preparatory proposition than action noun phrases in the
same' condition, F(1,95) = 16.93, p<.001. There was no main effect of
instructive goal, F< 1 and no interaction, F< 1.
Individual propositions predominantly occurred in the 'different'
condition, F(1, 95)= 49.15, p < .001. There was a main effect of
instructive goal: individual propositions occurred more often in the 'do'
condition than in the 'learn' condition, F(1, 95)= 4.10, p<.05. There
was no interaction, F(1,95)= 2.17, p=.14.
List-like propositions occurred equally often in the 'same' condition
and in the 'different' condition, F<1. There was no niain effect of
instructive goal, F(1,95)=1.41, p=.24 and no interaction, 19<1.

2.6 Discussion and conclusions
Table 2.1 shows that the design of the production experiment produced
fairly complete data: most participants verbalized the nine action noun
phrases in the appropriate action sentences. An effect of visual
appearance was found. Participants in the 'different' condition were less
conscientious in following the experiniental instructions. As a result,
they realized fewer action noun phrases than participants in the 'sanie'
condition. This may be because participants in the 'different' condition
conceptualized their task differently. They knew that their readers
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would have to apply the actions to

a device which was functionally
identical, but perceptually completely different. As a result, they allowed
themselves more latitude in describing the specific, device-oriented
actions, and they did not always follow the experimental instructions
literally; they sometimes skipped the descriptions of actions that were
not essential for a sufficient end result (i.e., getting up in time). An effect
of the instructive goal was reported. Awareness of the reader's learning
task caused the. participants to be niore complete iii describing the
actions, and consequently in realizing the nine action noun phrases.

Iii the ensuing paragraphs the conclusions

are

reported for each

hypothesis.
Hypotliesis 1:

'Learn' writers provide more information for the

identification of referents than 'do' writers
Extra information for the identification of referents can become mani fest
(i) in the provision of overspecified (functionally based or perceptually
based, or both) action noun phrases and (ii) in the provision of
preparatory propositions.
Table 2.1 shows that overspecification of functionally based action
noun phrases (by providing extra noun phrase attributes) did not occur.
Overspecification of perceptually based action noun phrases did occur;
'learn' writers produced niore overspecified perceptually based action
noun phrases than did 'do' writers. This result cotifirms Hypothesis 1
when the focus is on the provision of overspecified action noun phrases.
Table 2.2 shows that the total number of preparatory propositions
was higher in the 'different' condition than in the 'same' condition, but
there was no effect of the instructive goal: 'learn' writers did not
produce niore preparatory propositions than 'do' writers. This result fails
to confirni Hypothesis 1 when the focus is on the provision of
preparatory propositions.
Hypotliesis 2: 'Learn' writers provide more functional information for the

identification of referents than 'do' writers
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Functional information for the identification of referents can be
provided (i) in action noun phrases and (ii) in preparatory propositions.
Table 2.1 shows that writers in the 'sanie' condition scarcely
provided functionally based action noun phrases. This type of noun
phrase occurred predominantly in the 'different' condition, but there
was no effect of the instructive goal. This result fails to confirm
Hypothesis 2 when the focus is on the provision of action noun phrases.
Table 2.2 shows that, concurrent with the results for action noun
phrases. functionally based preparatory propositions predominantly
occurred in the 'different' condition, but there was no effect of the
instructive goal. This result fails to confirm Hypothesis 2 when the focus
is on the provision of preparatory propositions.
Hypothesis 3: 'Different' writers use niore preparatory propositions for
the identification of referents than 'saine' writers

Table 2.2 shows that preparatory propositions occurred more
pervasively in the 'different' condition. This result confirms Hypothesis

3. The use of a large number of preparatory propositions can be seen as
a way of tackling the referential complexity of the writer's task. This
shows the pervasive influence of the visual appearance of the device. If
the writers could not rely oli an identical device on the part of the
reader, they apparently were incited to extensively prepare the
identification of the referents, a strategy which was almost absent if
readers were assumed to have an identical device at their disposal.
Table 2.3 shows that action noun phrases in the 'different' condition
were more often preceded by a preparatory proposition than action
noun phrases in the 'sallie' condition (concurrent with the results
reported in Table 2.2). In addition, the 'different' condition caused
writers to use individual preparatory propositions. This type of
preparatory proposition prepared just one button for subsequent
reference in an action sentence, at the local level of discourse; the
writers in the 'different' condition apparently judged this strategy to be
most effective in the execution of their referential task.
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'Same' writers use more perceptual information for the
identification of referents than 'different' writers
Hypotliesis

Perceptual

4..

inforniation for

the

identification of referents can be

provided (i) in action noun phrases and (ii) in preparatory propositions.
Table 2.1 shows that perceptually based action noun phrases
occurred predoniinantly in the 'same' condition. This result confirms
Hypothesis 4 when the focus is on the provision of action noun phrases.
The mean numbers of functionally based and perceptually based action
noun phrases per participant in Table 2.1 show the pervasive influence
of the visual appearance of the device on the way in which writers
conceptualized the objects that were to be located and identified. These
results are not surprising, since the device provides the writer with a
straightforward means of conceptualizing the protagonist objects in the
'same' condition. Nevertheless, especially in the 'sanie/learn' condition,
in which the writers worked towards a meaningful and lasting
description of the radio alarm instructions, participants were expected to
use more functional information for the identification of objects (e.g.,
the alarm button)

than in the 'same/do' condition, at least in addition to

the perceptually based strategy.
In the 'different' condition, objects were referred to using
functionally based action noun phrases and various other nonperceptually based action noun phrases, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. A
small number of participants consistently took their own device as a
starting point and opted for perceptually based expressions (3 writers in
the 'different/do' condition and 8 writers in the 'different/learn'
condition). Except for one participant in the 'different/do' condition,
the participants motivated this perceptual strategy by explicitly stating in
the introductory paragraph of the experimental text that they were
taking their own device as a starting point, knowing that their readers
would need to transfer the instructions to a different situation. Thus,
these writers deliberately passed the responsibility on to the reader. This

strategy may be seen as an easy way of coniing to grips with the
complex writing task. According to theories of skill learning, however.
such as Anderson's ACT* model (1983), the activities of transferring
and applying instructions in a new or different situational setting are
seen as a powerful advanced way of learning that fits in naturally with
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the final, so-called autononious learning phase. From this perspective,
this strategy may have resulted iii instructive texts that could enhance
the learning process.
Table 2.2 shows that perceptually based preparatory propositions did

not occur more often in the 'same' condition than in the 'different'
condition. This result fails to confirm Hypothesis 4 when the focus is on
the provision of preparatory propositions.

The results of the analysis confirm the role of the two performance
factors in verbally referring to entities iii an instructive context. The
instructive goal and the visual appearance of the device were found to
have an effect oil the referential strategies that were used.
histnit-til,e 9(,al

Contrary to our expectations, writers in the 's.line/do' and the
'satiie/learn' condition did not produce functional descriptions, and the
provision of functional intorniation did not increase in the
'different/learn' condition as compared to the 'different/do' condition,
despite the evidence for an association between learning and futic ional,
explanatc,ry inforniation (Kieras & Bovair, 1984; Ummelen, 1997).
Other results illustrated the relevance of- the difference between
learning and doing, and as such the sensitivity of writers to the reader's
goal. First, there was an association between learning and conipleteness
of inforniation. The writers in the 'learn' condition niay have attributed
niore importance to the instructive task; they seemed to feel niore

distatitly responsible aiid produced infoniiation that was more complete
th.in did Writers ill the 'do' condition. Second, learning was associated
with niore perceptual overspecification in the 'sanie/learn' conditioii.

This stresses the itilportance of perceptual infortiiation, not only iii
directly executing actions, but also in learning procedures.
Vistial 41ppear,ilice

In the 's,ime' condition, instructive writers to a large extent produced
perceptually overspecified expressions in referring to entities. This

overspecification can not be a result of the incremental nature of the
construction of adequate reterential expressions, as Pechni.inn (1989)
explained the overspecification in his experitiiental data (particip,ints had
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identify objects by reacting to visual stimuli). In the present study, the
experimental task was ainied at producing well-considered inforrnal
written texts. Apparently, it is a writer's deliberate decision to use
overspecified expressions. This strategy can be related to the principle of
distant responsibility proposed by Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986),
which explains the extra efforts of language users in i non-feedback
situation. The writers in the present study may have judged the
production of more identification information to be more responsible
and more co-operative. The effect of the principle of distant
responsibility was strongest in the 'same/learn' condition; the writers in
this condition may have attributed more importance to their instructive
task and this caused them to produce more overspecified perceptually
to

based expressions.

The instructive writers may have felt obliged to perceptually identify
and locate the referents in the instructions. Given the importance of
location and perception, each perceptual cue can be seen as 'affording
information' which enables readers to bridge the gap between
instruction and action, an idea which is in line with the arguments given

in Glenberg and Robertson (1999).
In the 'different' condition, instructive writers produced a large
number of preparatory identification acts. In this way, they adhered to
the principle of distant responsibility as stated by Clark and WilkesGibbs (1986). The perceptual overspecification that was observed in the
'same' condition changed to propositional overspecification in the
'different' condition.
The production of preparatory propositions can not be explained by
characteristics of the communication mode used, as was done by Cohen
(1984) after observing similar phenomena in his spoken corpus of
instructions. Rather, it reflects the more complex writer's task in the
'different' condition. The complexity was not caused by the fact that
writers in the 'different' condition had to visually reconstruct the radio
alarni, since uncertainty about the perceptual chartlcteristics of the toybear-shaped radio alarm made this useless, nor was the complexity
caused by the fact that appropriate descriptions were not available, since
each button could clearly and unambiguously be identified by referring
to its function (fllantl blittoll, stiooze blittoit, ek.). Instead, the preparatory
propositions were used to establish coninion ground about the spatial
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of actions, and

different methods of locating and
identifying the intended referents. The use of these preparatory
propositions shows the writers' sensitivity to the conditions in which
readers would have to use the instructions.

situation

to express

Ii"porta,ice of perceptual-spatial i,tfor,i,ation

The preference for perceptual information in the 'same' condition
illustrates the writers' assessnient of the iniportant role of perceptualspatial information for users of instructive discourse and as such adds to
the growing evidence for the crucial role of spatial information in
constructing niental representations.

The importance of spatial information in narrative discourse has been
convincingly argued for. Following earlier experiments on the role of
protagonists in narrative text comprehension (Morrow, 1985), Morrow
and his colleagues carried out a nuniber of experiments which showed

that, during narrative text comprehension, the spatial information

associated with protagonists is more accessible than other (spatial)
information (e.g., Morrow, Greenspan, & Bower, 1987; Wilson, Rinck,
McNamara, Bower, & Morrow, 1993). They concluded that narrative
readers build a spatial model of the situation described and use that
model to highlight information associated with the protagonist of the
narrative. In their experiments they used a map, memorized by the
participants beforehand, that 'artificially' focused readers on spatial
inforniation during reading. Later experiments (e.g., De Vega, 1995;
Hakala, 1999; O'Brien & Albrecht, 1992) indicated that spatial
information was not 'automatically' available during comprehension, but
only if readers were asked to focus on spatial details, or if spatial
inforniation was a necessary precondition for text comprehension.
A drawback of these experiments is that they lacked a natural
asking participants to focus on spatial
nieniorize iliaps in relation to narrative texts does not
nieet natural reader's goals and functional reading conditions. In the
present experiment, the task as well as the availability of spatial
inforniation were realistic and represented the communicative act of
informally instructing distant readers. If writers in the conditions
described in this experiment largely opted for spatial referential
strategies, knowing that they also had other strategies readily available,

communicative

information or
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then this can be seen as indirect evidence for the crucial role of spatial
inforniation in building mental representations of instructions, given our
claim that the writers' referential strategies anticipated the readers'
cognitive needs.
In summary, the bias towards perception as a source of
conceptualizing referents in the 'same' condition was congruent with
results obtained in Glenberg and Robertson (1999). Perception is
considered a sound and straightforward way of conceptualizing referents.
Nevertheless, it is surprising that other identification sources were so
niuch suppressed, given the preference for functional descriptions in
everyday instructions for use.

This study demonstrated a pervasive use of overspecified action noun
phrases in instructive texts. The two task-induced factors used in the
experiment affected the type of overspecification: the 'learn' condition
increased the number of perceptually overspecified action noun phrases
and the 'different' condition increased the nuniber of propositionally
overspecified action noun phrases, but there was no efrect of the
instructive goal.
The results can be interpreted in ternis of the principle of distant
responsibility (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). In anticipating the reader's
task, the instructive writers produced an excess of information to
minimize the risk that the reader would not be able to perform the task.
The type of overspecification used depended on the specific conditions.
Given the nature of the instructions (manipulating concrete objects in a
physical task context), the use of spatial representations was clearly
beneficial, and there was a preference for perceptually overspecified
expressions in the 'same' condition, when the writer assumed that
visually identical objects would be used by the reader. This preference
for perceptually overspecified expressions increased when the reader's
goal was more critical (learning as opposed to doing). When no identical
objects were present for the assumed reader (in the 'different'
condition), the type of overspecification changed Roni perceptual
overspecification to propositional overspecification.
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ANAPHORA IN INSTRUCTIONSl

3.1

Introduction

Iii Chapter 2, the discussion centers on the specification level of initial
referential expressions in action sentences in instructive texts and the use
of preparatory propositions in dealing with difficult referential tasks. In
the present chapter, an analysis of the specification level of anaphora is
the focal point of the discussion. Anaphora are referential expressions
that refer

anew to an entity that was introduced at an

earlier point in the

discourse. The anaphora that were analyzed, were produced in the
instructive texts that were the subject of the research reported in
Chapter 2. Some of the action noun phrases analyzed in Chapter 2 were
anaphoric expressions, because the action noun phrase could be
preceded by an individual or list-like preparatory proposition (see the
discussion of action noun phrases in Chapter 2, p. 59, and examples (4)
and (5), p. 63). In these cases, however, antecedent and anaphor could
not claim identical status within the sentence because the antecedent

1 Based on: Arts, A., Maes, A., Noordnian, L., & Jansen, C. (2003). Het effect van de
fysieke otiigeving op de vorm van atiafbren in instructies, [The effect of the physical
context oii the fomitilation of anaphora in instrtictionsl Grtittimt,/TTT, 9(2/3), 157168.

occurred in an (individual or list-like) preparatory proposition and the
anaphor occurred in ati action sentence. The analysis of anaphora that is
described in this chapter was restricted to anaphora (i) that occur in an
action sentence and (ii) whose antecedent occurs in an action sentence,
too.

Current referential theories are straightforward in their predictions
about the linguistic form of anaphora: the referential expression can be
less specific as the degree of mental activation of the entity is higher (see,
for instance, Ariel, 1991; Gundel et al., 1993). Insofar as mental
activation can be influenced by the linear organization of discourse, this
nieans that tliere is supposedly a relationship between the specification
level of the expression and the anaphoric distance (the number of
intervening clauses between antecedent and anaphor). The greater the
anaphoric distance, the greater the chance that the anaphor contains
niore lexical information, and as a result has a higher specification level.
The expectation about this relationship is based on discourse-internal
(endophoric) reference. In referring discourse-internally, the language
producer expects the recipient to identify the intended referent in the
textual discourse and in referring discourse-externally (exophorically),
the language producer expects the recipient to identify the intended
referent in the physical task context that is part of the discourse
situation. In instructive texts, the device for which the instructions are
produced is part of this physical task context. It follows that initial
references to objects that are part of that device (buttons, switches, etc.)
as a rule are discourse-external references. But what happens when a
referential expression is produced that refers anew to this button or
switch (:in anaphor)? In discourse-internal reference, the anaphoric
distance may affect the specification level of the anaphor, concurrent
with predictions derived from current referential theories. In discourseexternal reference, the anaphoric distance may not affect the
specification level of the anaphor. The specific function of instructive
discourse (execution of a task in the physical task context which requires
a constant switch of attention between text and
device) may cause
language producers to refer discourse-externally when referring anew to
an object that was introduced at an earlier point in the discourse.
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3.2 Background and expectations
3.2.1 Anaphora and accessibility
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Ariel's hierarchy (1991, p. 449, see also
Figure 1.1, Chapter 1) departs from the thought that the linguistic forni
of a referential expression is indicative of the mental accessibility of the
entity that the expression refers to, as determined by the producer of
language. Ariel (2001) states that this mental accessibility can have its
source in general encyclopedic knowledge, in the text (by a fornier
reference to the sanie entity), or in the physical context, and that
discoursal prominence of an entity (resulting from a former reference to
the same entity) is a stronger determinant of the degree of accessibility of
an entity than physical prominence. According to Ariel (2001), mental
representations (and the related degree of accessibility or mental
activation of entities) are derived directly froni the discourse model,
although the discourse inodel is affected by the physical task context.
In her discussion of accessibility theory. Ariel (1991) mentions three
criteria that may influence the mental activation of a referent. First, the
unity criterion: if the introduction of the referent and the related
anaphor occur in the same conceptual unit, then the mental activation
of that referent is high, which warrants the use of an anaphor with a low
specification level. Ariel mentions three characteristics that affect the
unity between the anaphor and its antecedent: (i) the physical distance
between antecedent and anaphor (the anaphoric distance), (ii) whether
or not antecedent and anaphor appear in the same paragraph, and (iii)
whether or not antecedent and anaphor belong to the sanie frame.
The remaining two criteria that influence the niental activation of a
referent are: prominence (the more proniinent the antecedent is, the less
specific the reference can be) and competition (as the number of
possible antecedents increases, the reference needs to be more specific)
(Ariel, 1991).
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3.2.2 Exophoric and endophoric reference
Halliday and Hasan (1976) introduced the notions of exophoric
(discourse-external) and endophoric (discourse-internal) reference. In
exophoric reference, the resolution of a referential expression can only
be effected if the situational context (i.e., the physical task context) is
included in the textual Context. Exophoric reference occurs if reference
is made in a discourse situation to an object in the situational context,
for instance, using a denionstrative pronoun. Such a reference can only
be effective if it identifies an object in the situational context that is
equally accessible to both interlocutors. In endophoric reference, the
resolution of a referential expression can be effected on the basis of the
textual context only. Anaphora refer back to entities that were
mentioned in the preceding discourse (the textual context). This means
that anaphora are typical of endophoric reference.
Sonic languages show different linguistic realizations for endophoric
and exophoric reference. Matras (1998) shows that the different
linguistic realizations ot demonstrative pronouns in Romani indicate
that the object being referred to can be identified in the situational
context (the physical task context, exophorically) or in the textual
context (endophorically). Matras adds that this may indicate that
situational mental representations and linguistically developed mental
representations are kept apart grammatically in Romani.
In niany languages, the difference between exophoric and
endophoric reference does not become apparent in the linguistic
realization of the denionstrative pronoun (for instance, the Dutch
language and the English language). In these languages, the difference
between situational mental representations (derived from the physical
task context) and lingitistically developed mental representations does
not show in the grammar. But, as Matras (1998) mentions, this does not
iniplicate that the users of such languages do not differentiate between
the different mental representations:
The formal separation of functions in the Roniani system suggests
that universals of cognition and language-processing at least allow,
and perhaps, even proniote, a mental separation of situation and
context as distinct sources of shared knowledge in
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conmiunication, although conventionalization of this distinction
in the graniniar is obviously language-specific. The functional
overlap documented for various expressiotis iii some languages
illay indeed indicate a counterpart tendency to de.,1 with extralinguistic and intra-linguistic realities as mutually constituent (see
Schiffrin, 1990, p. 265), but this does not disclaini the cognitive
ability to differentiate such realities, which ultiniately niay lead, as
in Romani, to a corresponding codification in graniniar. (1998, p.
425)

The above prompts the question of whether or not there are situations
that are characterized by this difference between endophoric and
exophoric reference. In instructive texts that support the execution of a
task, the physical task context (niore specifically, the device that is the
subject of the text and the instructions) plays a tiiajor part, lind the
possibility to refer exophorically is present constantly. This may
influence the specification level ot- initial and atiaphoric reterential
expressions iii this text genre. In exophoric reference, the writer does
not take into account textual context factors which niight lead to a less
specific reference, such as anaphoric distance, and, as a result, the
reference is not attenuated but highly specific, and violates predictions
for linguistic forms that are based on discourse-intertial accessibility
patterns. Analysis of anaphora in instructive texts illay clarify the
influence of the physical task context on the forniulation of anaphora.

3.2.3 Expectations: physical task context and accessibility

As nientioned in the introduction of this chapter, the anaphora analyzed
were produced in the itistructive texts that were the subject of the
research reported in Chapter 2. In the production experinient in which
these instructive texts were written, the physical appearance of the
device ('same' or 'different') and the instructive goal ('do' or 'learn')
were nianipulated. The hypotheses forniulated in the present study were

related to the first independent variable ('same' or 'different'). The
second independent variable was not expected to exert itillitence on the

formulation of-anaphora.
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We expected that the 'same' condition (an identical physical task
context for producer and recipient) would affect instructive writers'
decisions in producing anaphora. lf instructive writers have or can form
a correct im.ige of the physical task context, then the coninianding

influence of the physical task context inay cause them

to refer

exophorically. The writers may put themselves in the readers' position
md may anticipate the attention switch between the text and the
physical task context that is characteristic of instructive texts. This mily
result in the writers deciding to produce overspecified anaphora: the
linguistic forin of the anaphora cannot be explained on the basis of
existing referential theories. We expected tliat the proportion of
overspecified anaphora in the 'sanie' cotidition would be high, and that
no relation would be found in this condition between the specification
level of the anaphora and the anaphoric distance.
If instructive writers do not have or cannot furni a correct iniage of
the physical task context (the 'different' condition), they may not be
able to put theniselves in the reader's position as easily and, therefore,
may not anticipate the attention switch between the text and physical
task context as easily. Exophoric references in formulating the anaphora
were expected to occur less often in the 'different' condition: the
linguistic form of the anaphora can be explained on the basis of existing
referential theories. For this reason a relation was expected in the
'different' condition between the specification level of the anaphon and
the :inaphoric distance.
The foregoing resulted iii two hypotheses:

The proportion of overspecified anaphora is higher in the
'same' condition than iii the 'different' condition.

Hypotliesis l.

Hypothesis 2: In the 'different' condition, there is a relation between
specification level and anaphoric distance: instances of overspecified
anaphora are related to a great anaphoric distance; in the 'same
condition, this relation is absent.
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3.3 Method
In Chapter 2, section 2.3, a description is provided of the niethod that
was used to obtain the instructive texts 011 which the analysis was based.

3.4

Data analysis

The corpus consisted of the 99 texts tliat were the subject of the analysis
reported in Chapter 2. The experinieiital niaterial contained a drawing
of a radio .ilarni and, niostly in visu.11 Forni, the information that was
needed to explain its different functions. The functions were explained
in a certain sequence. The participants were asked to adhere to that
sequence in writing the text. Figure 3.1 gives exaniples of the
subsequent explanation of two functions: activate sluniber function and
interrupt slutiiber function, and clarifies that the s.ime button is to be
used for these functions. In the itistructive texts that were produced, the
initial reference to the button w.is a discourse-external reference. When
referring anew to the button the participants could choose to refer
discourse-internally or discourse-externally. The experimental niaterial
was designed in such a way that the participants were to niake this
choice twice: when they fortiiulated the instructions for turning off the
alarm teniporarily (snooze function) and indefinitely, and when they
formulated the instructions for the activation and interruption of the
slumber function (Figure 3.1).
As a result, in every text, two antecedent/anaphora conibinations
were candidates for inclusion in the analysis. In both cases, the
explanation in the experimental niaterial made it likely that antecedent
and anaphor would be tiientioned in the same paragraph, which
increased the unity between atitecedent .ind anaphor. An example
paragraph is provided in (1). Within the paragraph, the antecedent and
anaphor occurred in two action sentences which could be separated by
one or niore clauses (the anaphoric distance), but none of these clauses
contained an intervening referetice to oile of the other buttolis, which
again increased the unity between atitecedent and anaphor, as the
conipetition was low and the proniinence level of- the antecedent was
high.
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(1)

The slumber function is then activated by pushing the gm# mmd
bitttoii tiext to t|te large rottlid bitttoti once. The radio will play for
thirty minutes. lf you want to interrupt the sltimber function,
then you just push that

bit t t<) 11

once again.

In total, there were
198 (99*2) possible antecedent/anaphor
combinations. In one case, the two functions were not dealt with one
after the other; in seven cases, the antecedent and the anaphor did not
occur in the sanie paragraph; and in 33 cases, the participant failed to
explain the function that was related to anaphor usage. This resulted in
the inclusion of a total of 157 antecedent/anaphor combinations in the
analysis.

ACTIVATE SLUMBER FUNC'TIC)N (RADIC) PLAYS 30 MINUTES)

V

1 0 0 01 C, o l l,

I

INTERRUPT SLUMBEll FUN("TI()3

V
//
Figure 3.1

')

3

3

0

0

D

/

D

Exaniples from the experiiiiental niaterial

Two aspects of every antecedent/anaphor combination were analyzed:
the specification level of the anaphor and the anaphoric distance.

3.4.1 Specification level: Minimally specified and overspecified
anaphora

To determine the specification level of

an anaphor. the point of
departure was a strict two-part division based on the dependency status
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of the anaphor. A minimally specified anaphor was dependent on
information in the antecedent for its resolution, whereas the resolution
of an overspecified anaphor could be effected independent of the
information iii the antecedent.
Mi,ii,Iially specijied dit,iphora were necessarily dependent on inforniation in
the antecedent, and consequently on information that occurred in the
preceding textual context. An example froni the corpus is provided in
(2): the antecedent and the anaphor are set in italic type. The
interpretation of the anaphor thclt bit tto,i in example (2) requires a
connection with the antecedent. The antecedent contains inforniation
that must be added to the information in the anaphor to correctly
identify the intended entity in the physical task context. The
dependency criterion was strictly applied, resulting in very specific
anaphors that were assigned the type label mini,na/4 specified, because the
information iii the anaphor did not allow resolution of the anaphor
independent of the information in the antecedent (see the exaniple in
(3)). As a result, the specification level of niinimally specified anaphora
could range from high to very low.

(2) To

really activate the slumber function, then press once on a

bittto,i th,it is marked ii,ith so,itetltilig like 'sleep'. The radio will play
for 30 minutes and then after that time will turn itself off. If you
want to interrupt the slumber function, then press that bittto, i once
again to turn off the radio.

(3)

To turn off the radio alarm temporarily you push one time on the
secoild blittoliftoll, tile lift or tile .first little romid btitto,1. After 10
minutes the alarm will sound again. Very handy in case you have
fallen asleep again. Once you are up, you can turn off the alarm

indefinitely. You do this by pushing that sai,ie little roit,id btitton
repeatedly.
Overspecified a,taphora

were for their interpretation not dependent on

inforniation in the antecedent. Ati example

is

provided in (4). The

second reference to the s,Iooze blitto,1 is the anaphor. This anaphor can be
interpreted independently of- the inforination in the antecedent.
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Identification of the entity in the physical task context can be effected
purely on the basis of the inforniation in the anaphor. The specification
level

(4)

of these anaphora was high.
If you push tile sitooze bitttoit the radio will play for 30 minutes
and then turn off automatically. If you have had enough before
the 30 minutes hAve passed, you can press
again :ind then the radio will stop as well.

tile sitooze

buttoli

once

3.4.2 Anaphoric distance

To determine the anaphoric distance, the number of finite clauses that
separated the antecedent from the anaphor was analyzed. In exaniple (5),
antecedent and anaphor occur in subsequent clauses (anaphoric distance
is ()). In example (6) the anaphoric distance is one finite clause, and, in
example (7), the anaphoric distance is two finite clauses. The clauses are
separated by // in the exaniples.

(5)

At night you can doze off with the 'slumber function: For this
radio on the desired frequency and the desired
volume (see the instructions on how to set the radio alarm) and
after that you push the secoild btitto,1 -fro,11 tlie riglit 0,1 top. / / 'By
pushing that bittto,1 again, you interrupt the 'slumber function'.

you turn on the

(6)

The radio will play for ;inother 30 minutes if you push thefiftll
Initto,1 frot" t|'e left. / / If you want to interrupt the 30 minutes //
then you push this btittc),i again.

(7) Then push the se(011d btitto,i .fro,11 tlic riglit / / and radio music will
delight your ear for 30 minutes. // If you get bored with the
niusic, // then push that
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3.5 Results
Table 3.1 shows the division ok- mitiimally specified and overspecified
anaphora per text condition.
Table 3.1

Miniizially specified

and

overspecitied

aiiaphora per text

conditioti (iii percetitages)

(n=76)

different
(n=81)

minimally specified

66

83

overspecified

34

17

Sank

The proportion of overspecified anaphora

was

higher in the 'same'

condition than in the 'different' condition, %2(1)=5.92, p<.05.
Table 3.2 shows the average anaphoric distance for the two text
conditions in number of clauses as a function of the specification level of
the anaphora.
Table 3.2

Average aiiaphoric distance per text condition as a function of
specificatioii level ok-anaphora (in nwiiber of clauses)
same

different

(n=76)

(n=81)

minimally specified

1.06(n-50)

1.36 (n=67)

overspecified

1.12 (n=26)

2.93 (n=14)

In the 'same' condition, there was no difference in anaphoric distance
for the occurrences of the minimally specified and overspecified
anaphora, t(74)=0.25, p=.81.
In the 'different' condition, the average anaphoric distance was
greater for the occurrence of overspecified anaphora, t(79)=4.33,
p<.001.
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3.6 Discussion and conclusions
writers in the 'same' condition niore often decided to
formulate an overspecified anaphor than did writers in the 'different'
condition (Table 3.1). This confirms Hypothesis 1. Furthermore, writers
in the 'sanie' condition were not influenced by the anaphoric distance in
deciding to forinulate an overspecified anaphor. Table 3.2 clarifies that
Hypothesis 2 was confirnied: in the 'same' condition, there was no
relation between the specification level of the anaphora and the
anaphoric distance, while this relation did exist in the 'different'
condition.
As expected,

The commanding influence of the physical task context may have led to
a high degree of exophoric references in the 'sanie' condition, which
may be the reason for the high nuniber of overspecified anaphora. Two
possible functions can be assigned to this type of anaphora: they can
refer endophorically or exophorically. In both cases, it concerns the
renewed introduction of an entity that was mentioned before. As a rule,
the initial introduction of the entity is an exophoric reference, because
the entity needs to be identified discourse-externally. Re-introduction
of the entity can be effected in an identical fashion, by referring
exophorically. If this is the writer's intention, then these overspecified
anaphora do not have the endophorically referring function that is
typical of anaphora. The fact that anaphoric distance has no effect on the
specification level of anaphora iii the 'same' condition supports this
conclusion.

The writers' anticipation of the attention switch between text and
physical task context that is necessary for readers of instructive texts niay
be an explanation for the overspecification of anaphora in the same
condition. The writers knew exactly what their readers' physical task
context

looked like. This may have made it easy for them to put

themselves in the readers' position and to anticipate the effect that the
mental .ind physical attention switch might have on the linguistically
developed (textual) niental representation. They may have judged
correctly that this attention switch would cause a mental interruption,
calling for an adaptation of the references in the text. This could explain
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why the linguistic forni of the .inaphora strongly deviated from
predictions based on existing ref-erential theories. The analysis confirmed
this: when the anaphoric distance was short and, according to the
linguistically developed niental representation, minimally specified
anaphora would be sufficient, the writers decided to formulate
overspecified anaphora.
The writers in the 'different' condition niore often decided to refer
using minimally specified anaphora, although a siinilar attention switch
was necessary for the correct execution of the instructions. The writers
iii the 'different' condition were aware that their readers' physical task
context deviated from their own. It is possible that the obscurity of the
readers' physical task context liniited its influence: the writers did not
put themselves in the reader's position as readily and this limited their
ability to anticipate the effect of the attention switch. This may explain
why the linguistic forni of the anaphora in this condition can be
explained straightforwardly on the basis of existing referential theories.

The instructive texts that were written in the 'same' condition were
characterized by the pervasive occurrence of overspecified anaphora:
anaphora that contain niore linguistic inforniation than necessary for
discourse-internal reference. This shows that the language producers
were willing to expend extra energy: they adapted to the reader and the
reader's situation. This led to unexpected referential patterns. These
results indicate that the text-based activation level of discourse referents
niay be affected by performance factors of the conimunicative situation.
The overspecification of anaphora as discussed in this chapter, and the

overspecification of initial referential expressions as discussed in Chapter
2, are a strong indication that a differentiation for text genre needs to be
indicated in referential theories.
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4

EFFECT OF OVERSPECIFICATION IN
PERCEPTION1

4.1 Introduction
The analyses discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 illustrated that the writers of
the texts of the experimental corpus pervasively used overspecified
expressions in referring to the different objects in the applicable physical
task context (the device). The referential expressions contained niore
information than was necessary for correct identification of the intended
referent by the reader. Possible causes for this overspecification have
been disctissed. The non-feedback situation in the experiniental setting
may have caused the writers to feel a great deal of responsibility for their
instructive task, resulting in the overspecification of action noun phrases
(Chapter 2), and the writers may have anticipated the attention switch
that is characteristic of instructive texts, resulting in the overspecification

of anaphoric references (Chapter 3).
1 Based on: Arts, A., Maes, A., Noordnian, L., & Jansen, C. (2003). De rot van
overspecificatte in instnictieve teksten. ['The role of overspecification in instnictive
discotirsel. In L. Van Waes, P. Cuvelier, G. Jacobs & I. De Ridder (Eds.). St,idies in
taa//,eheersine (PP

20-32). Assen: Koninklijke Van Gorcum BV.

Iii this chapter, we describe

a

perception experiment that was designed

of overspecification. Does overspecification facilitate
identification of the intended entity for the recipient or is it merely
to test the effect

cumbersome, and is the recipient better served by an expression that
provides sufficient information for identification of the intended referent
(minimal specification), but not more information? To obtain an answer
to these questions, we nieasured the effect of overspecification of
ref6rential expressions on the identification tillie (the tillie that is needed
for identification of the intended entity).

4.2 Background and expectations
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the overspecification in the production
experiment discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 seems to violate the second
conversational maxini mentioned by Grice in the category quantity

(Grice, 1975, p. 45):

1. Make your contribution

as

informative as

is

required (for the

purposes of the exchange).
2. Do not niake your contribution more inforniative than

is

current

required.

a violation of the second maxim?
In the non-feedback situation of the production experiment, the
principle of distant responsibility (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) may
have caused the participants to provide extra inforniation in the

Can overspecification really be seen as

referential expression. We expected, however, that the success of the
communicative exchange would be the niain concern of the language
producer, and that the producer would not take any decisions that
might be counter-beneficial to the recipient. If overspecification leads to
an increase of the time that recipients need to identify the intended
reterent (the identification tinie), then the statenient that
overspecification is a violation of the Gricean maxini may be justified. If
overspecification has no effect on the identification time, however, or
decreases that tillie, then the overspecification cannot be seen as a
violation of this maxim. The latter would testify to the sound judgnient
of the language producer: the recipient needs niore information than the
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niininium

to

quickly .ind correctly identify the object. The foregoing

led to the first hypothesis.
Hypothesis t.The identification tillie for overspecified referential
expressions is shorter than the identification tinle for mininially specified

expressions.

The results

of previous

research. as discussed in (:hapter 1, have

indicated that the type of information that is provided in the referential
expression may affect the speed of identification. This led to hypotheses
concerning the type of inforniation in the expression:
• object inforniation, which is attributive inforniation about exterior
characteristics of the object

• location information, which is attributive information about the
object's position in the perceptual image.
Object i,lfomiation i,1 tlie expressio„
Deutsch and Pechmann (1982) and Pechmann (1984a) report the results
of production experiments in which, respectively, 28 percent and 60
percent of the referential expressions showed overspecification. Deutsch
(1976), Mangold-Allwinn (1994), and Sonnenschein (1982; 1984) have
shown that it is easier for listeners to identify an overspecified object
than a minimally specified object. Levelt (1989) speaks in this respect of
the creation of a 'gestalt' of the object that needs to be identified. The
provision of additional object information by the language producer
allows the language recipient to develop an increasingly coniplete
'gestalt' or mental image. This could speed up the identification process
because the recipient simply needs to niap this mental image within the
physical task context. The perception experinient provided the

possibility to test this expectation:
Hypotliesis 2: Overspecified expressions that contain only object
inforniation lead to shorter identification tinies than minimally specified
expressions that contain only object inforniation.
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Object i,fon,tatio,1 41,id locatio,i i,tfon,tatio,1 i,1 tlie expressio,1
Beun and Cremers (1998) also report results pertaining

to the

overspecification of ret-erential expressions in a production experiment.
In the experiniental setting that they describe, it was possible for the
language producer to coniplement the linguistic contribution with a
physical pointing gesture. In judging overspecification, Beun and
Creniers incorporated these physical pointing gestures. It is possible that
in language situations that do not allow for physical pointing because the
language partners cannot see one another, the language producers niay
try to find ways to deal with this shortconiing. They may decide to
provide information about the location of the entity in the referential
expression. This can be seen as the verbalization ofthe physical pointing
gesture that could have been used had the language situation been
different. The addition of- location information in the referential
expression was expected to liniit the search process, because location
inforniation indicates a specific section iii the physical task context that
needs to be searched. This expectation resulted in Hypothesis 3:
Hypothesis 3: Overspecified expressions that contain location inforniation
as well as object int-orniation lead to shorter identification times than
niininially specified expressions that contain only the same object
intorniation.

If the location information in the expression allows for unique and
unambiguous identification of an object, would it still be beneficial to
the reader if object inforniation was provided in the expression? This
question takes the minimally specified expression that contains location
information as point of departure. In general, we expected that
overspecification would lead to shorter identification tinies (Hypothesis
1). In this case, however, we expected a different effect. The location
information in itself was expected to lead to short identification ti mes
because it limits the search process (the basis for Hypothesis 3) but the
addition of object inforniation might detract from this search process
and weaken the effect of location int-orniation. This expectation resulted
iii Hypothesis 4:
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Hypotliesis 4: Overspecified expressions that contain object inforniation
as location information lead to longer identification times than
niinim;lily specified expressions that contain only the same location

as well

information.

4.3 Method
Participants in the perception experiment were asked to read an object
description and subsequently identify the object in a panel. The
experinient was conducted individually, and a computer was used to
present the experimental niaterial to the participants.

4.3.1 Participants and design
Fifty-six students of Tilburg University took part in the experiment.
The participants were paid for their participation.

4.3.2 Materials
Cllaracteristics Of tile referelice objects

After reading a description on a computer screen, the participants were
asked to identify one button in a panel with four buttons. This button
was the reference object. A first requirement was that the object would
have different characteristics which could all be used for reference. This
made it possible to formulate minimally specified and overspecified
expressions. For this reason, the panel was constructed in such a way
that every button could be referred to by nientioning three types of
object-information units and two types of location-information units
(see Figure 4.1)

object-information units
•
shape (round, square, triangular, rectangular)
• size (large, small)
•

color (white, grey)
95

location-information units
• position on the vertical axis (top, bottom)
• position on the horizontal axis (left, right)

Exanlple ofa yes-trial'

white bullon
atheIhisma
»ipll „gh,

8

14 0
Example (it'a 'no-trial'

Lhe hquare button

Figure 4.1

[=3 n
26

O a 4

Exaiziples of a yes-trial and a no-trial

fro111

the experiniental

tiiaterial.

Figtire 4.1: Details
Upon viewing the first screen, the participants had to read the object

description. Subsequently, they had to identify the button in the second
screen and remeniber the nuniber printed beneath that button. Upon
viewing the third screen, the participants had to judge the correctness of
the number. If the nuiiiber corresponded to the renienibered number,
they were to push a green key on a response panel (a yes-trial). If the
number did not correspond to the remembered number, they were to
push a red key (a no-trial).
Constmctio,1 of „ii,li,Iially specified expressio,ts

With the exception of shape, the information units could only lead to
unique identification of the button if they were used in combination.
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To obtain balanced panels and to prevent A pop-out effect (see the
discussion of the research reported by Mangold and Pobel (1988) in
Chapter 1, section 1.3.3), shape was chosen as the attribute that was to
have fuur values (round, square, triangul.ir, rectangular) which all were
used in every panel, and size and color were chosen as the attributes that
were to have two values each (large and small for size, and grey and
white for color). In every panel two of the buttons were large and two
were small, and two of the buttons were grey and two were white.
These decisions implied that there were seven types of mininially
specified expressions that could lead to unique identification. Table 4.1
provides an overview of these seven expressions.
Overview of minimally specified expressions

Table 4.1

ident.

nr. shape

size

vert. lioriz.
color axis axis

1

4

4

4

4

the large white button

4

the large button at the top

4

5

6

A
4

J
4

tile large button on the left

the white button at tile top

4

4

7

exaiiiple

the round britton

4

1

J

the white button on the left
the button at the top left

Co,istnictio,1 of overspecijied expressio,ts

Every minimally specified expression could be expanded using one or
more of the reniaining types of information units still available for
reference. This led to a total of twenty possible overspecified
expressions. Table 4.2 is an expansion of Table 4.1, and provides an
overview of the overspecified expressions that could be created using
the minimally specified expressions as the point of departure. A
expression that has no identification nuniber is a replication of an earlier
expression.

In ordering the attributes (shape, size, mid color) we followed the
order

of modifiers that is mentioned in Clark and Clark (1977).
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Consequently, object inforniation always preceded the head noun in the
order size, shape, color. Location information always followed the head
noun.

Table 4.2

Exliaustive overview ot- the niininially specified expressions and
related overspecified expressiotis (the absence of an identification
tiuniber indicates that tlie overspecified expression is a replicatio11
Otall earlier overspecified expressioii)

niinitii 11>·

(,vcr-

,pecificd

6pclificd

(id.nr.)

·crt. horiz.

(id.nr.) Jiape size Collir Iixi3

/

1

4-

lu

4

1

1

the large r„und buttim

/

the ri,utid white butti>11

4

4 tlic r„uitd burton c),1 the left

P ,1- 4

4

13

4-

4-

14

/

/

15

/

4

16

1

/

the large round i,·hite button

4-

4

8

4144
/

4-

44

the round white button at the top

rc)und white button cin the left

/ thi' n,und but[cin A che top left

4

/

[hc largc round bumm 011 the left

/thi

/

31

the large rt,und buttin at the ttip
4

17

\9 4 4

the large rciund 51·hitc button at the rcip

/ the large round white buttoti oti rhe left

4= the large round butt(in at the top left

4

4

/

U ,[ 4 ..1.

4

4- the large round white button at the top left

21

1

3

the ri,und white buttoii a the top left

1

1

thc l,irge ·hite baitt,in

1 1

4

the large ri)und „·hite bumm

13 4 4
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the round butron at thi top

4

1

cumple

the roulid buttoti

8 1
9

axis

1

1

4

the large ,#·hite bumin at the tcip
/

[he large u·hite butti,n tin the left
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mininially

owr-

specified

specified

(id.nr.)

vert. horiz.

(id.nr.) shape size color ixis

;ixis

expmple

4 4 4 /

4 4
5

4

rhe large roiind white hutton at the top

1
4

/ the large round white htitton on the left
7

/

the large white hutton at the top left

·f ,1- l ,f .f

3

1
4

26

/

the large round hutton at the top

4

the large white blitton at the top

4

/

1-

1

1

4

/

1

/

/

the large hutton * the top

f

L

4

4

4=

/

4
/

4

the large white hutton at the top left
/

1

4

4

4

4

the large round hutton ar the top left

4= 4

the large white button at the top left

/

4

/

1

4-

4

4-

4-

4

the large round white button at the top left
the white button at the top
the round white hiltton at the toll

the large white hutton at the top

/ the white button at the top left

1 •f •f /
·i

the large „·hite biltton on the left

/

4·I

the large hutton on the left

4- the large rotind white huttoii on the left

/ / 4- ,f f

5

the large round,rhite blitton at tlic top left

4- the large button at the top left

4

1

1

the large round button at the top left

/ the large round butt ,n on the left

4

4

1

J

1

1 1

the large round white button at the top
,/-

4

4

4 the large button at the top left

/

/
1

the large round \ ·hite hutton at the top left

the large round white button at the top
4-

the large rotind button at the top left
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1Ilillittlally

o\·cr-

,pecified

specified

(id.nr.)

,·crt. horiz.

(id.nr.) shape bize Lolor axis

4

4

axib

4

J

f / / 1 /
6

/
-

4

4

41

27

.i

1

the white button on the left

4

4

4

1

the round white button at the top left

the large white button at the top Ictt

1 / 1 / /
1
/

4
4
-

/

4-

4

/

4

4-

J

4- che round button at the top leti

/

4

4.

the large round white buttoii at the top left

4 the button at the top left

1

4

the white button at the ti)p left

4 the large rc,und w·hite butiOn On the left

11·11
7

round white button on the left

/ the large white button on the left

4
4

"·hi[e button at the top left

the large round white button at the top left

4- tile

4

4 4

example
the large

4-

4

4

the large button at the top left
the white button at the top left

the largc round bu[[()11 at tlic top left

/

the round white button at the top left

/ the large white burton at the top Icft

,[ I 4 4 4

rhe large round white button at the top left

The resulting twenty-seven expressions were the expressions that were
tested iii the experinient, in eight replications. In total, 216 expressions
(27*8) were tested. The nature of the variation in the replications was
dependent on the inforniation units that could be used in the
expression. If the information unit had four values (the inforniation unit
shape), then every value occurred twice in the eight replications. If the
information unit had two values (the information units size and color),
then every value occurred t-our tinies in the set of eight replications. For
example, if the expression was to contain the information unit shape, a
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a square button in
two, a triangular button iii two, atid a rectangular button ill two. If in
addition to the inforniation utiit shape, the expression was to contain

round button was referred to in two replications,

the information unit color, the replications were built iii such a way that
each shape was referred to once with the color white and once with the
color grey. Iii that way, all possible values of tile different int-orniation
units were distributed evenly over the twenty-seven expressions, and

over the eight related replications.
Co,ltrot for perceptital satie,ue

The different characteristics that the buttons could display resulted in a
total of sixteen different buttons that could be used t-or construction of
the digital panels: every shape (four values) could be either grey or
white, and either small or large.
One button needed to be identified in every experimental trial. We
niade sure that every button (of the total of sixteen) was subject of
identification for about the same number of tinies: eight buttons were
subject of identification thirteen times and eight buttons were subject of
identification fourteen times.
The panels were built in such a way that the button that needed to
be identified was positioned in the top-left corner of the panel in one
fourth of the trials, in the top-right corner in one fourth, in the bottomleft corner in one fourth, and in the bottoni-right corner in one fourth

of the

trials.

Bitilitiiig the pa,iels

Two hundred and sixteen different digit.11 panels were built. A panel
always contained two sniall buttons, one grey and one white, and two
large buttons, again one grey and one white. All four shapes were used
in every panel. Iii this way, the perceptual salience of shape, size, and
color reniained constant.
The positions of the buttons remained constant as well: one button
in the top-left corner, a second button in the t()p-right corner, a third
button in the bottoni-left corner and a fourth button in the bottomright corner.
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Adhering to these prerequisites, it was possible to build panels that
acconiniodated the seven different minimally specified expressions (see
Figure 4.1):
1. refere,ire to shape: in all panels, each button had a different shape
2. rdere,ice to size and color in all panels, the two buttons of the same size
were of different colors
3. refereirce to size mid i,ertical axis: in these panels, the two buttons of the
same size had a different position on the vertical axis
4. refere,ice to size a,id horizo,ital axis: in these panels, the two buttons of
the same size had a different position on the horizontal axis
5. referelice to color aild t,ertical axis: in these panels, the two buttons of the
same color had a different position on the vertical axis
6. refereitie to colcir cilid horizoiltal axis: in these panels, the two buttons of
the same color had a different position on the horizontal axis
7. referetice to vertical axis a,id horizo,ital axis: in gill panels, each of the four
buttons was located in a corner

The panels for the twenty overspecified expressions were built in this
way as well, since the overspecification always consisted of the addition
of one or more of the remaining information units.

We used the NESU-program for running the experiment. NESU
(Nijmegen Experiment Set-Up) originated at the Max Planck Institute
in Nijmegen. In the NESU-program, it is possible to measure reaction
times in milliseconds.
Because of the length of the experinient (216 trials), it was split up
into 8 sets of 27 trials. with a break after every set. The participants were
required to perform a siniple task. The frequent breaks were built in to
prevent a possible decline in alertness on the part of the participants.
An experimental trial involved three different sub-tasks that were
participant-paced: a reading task, an identification task, and a judgment
task. Separate measures of tinie were recorded for every sub-task. The
expressions differed in length, which naturally influenced the reading
tinie. The dependent variable was the time registered for the
identification task. We wanted to determine the influence of the
specification level of the expression on the speed of identification. The
third task, the judgment task, concluded the trial (see Figure 4.1, p. 96).
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Reat/t,W t,Isk

The first task in each experimental trial was the reading task. The
participants needed to read an object description that appeared on a
computer screen. After reading they pushed a green key on a response
panel. This action niade the written text disappear and a second screen
appear.
Ide,itificatio,1 task

The second screen contained the panel. As soon as this screen appeared,
the participants started the identification task. They needed to identify
the button in the panel and to memorize the number that was printed
beneath the button (always a number between 0 and 10). After
completing this task the participants pushed the green key on the
response panel again. This action niade the panel disappear and a third
screen appear.

The time between the nionient that the panel appeared on the screen
and the moment that the participant pushed the key to make this screen
disappear was the identification tillie.
Judgilielit task
The third screen contained a number, in large print, centered on the
screen. This nuniber could be either identical to or different from the
number that was printed beneath the button that had been identified.
The participants had to judge whether the number was identical (the
yes-trials) or different (the no-trials). To do this, they pushed either the

green key

(a

yes-trial) or the red key (a no-trial) on the response panel.

Half of the trials were 'yes-trials'; the other half were 'no-trials'. An
a no-trial is given iii Figure 4.1 (p. 96).
The judgment task was included to conclude the trial and to assign a
purpose to the participants' task of remembering the number that was
printed beneath the identified button in the identification task. In
addition, the error analysis based on the judgment task made it possible
to determine the number of participants that did not do well in the
experimental task as a whole. We did not expect the task to be difficult,
and the error analysis confirmed this expectation: the average number of
niistakes per participant in the total of 216 trials was one (niininium
zero, niaxiniuni four). Figure 4.1 (p. 96) shows that, in a correctly

example of a yes-trial and
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executed no-trial, the participant could still have ideritified the wrong
button. The participant could have identified any other button in the
panel instead of 'the square button'. The participant's reaction would
still have been the correct one in the case of a no-trial. namely, pushing
the red key on the response panel. because the nuniber that appeared on
the third screen in a no-trial was always a number that did not occur in
the panel. The material was designed in this way so as not to confuse the

participants unnecessarily. That the participants had to identify the
button and remember the nuniber beneath it in the second sub-task did
not mean that they would not process the other numbers in the panel. If
a number had occurred in step three that also occurred in the panel, this
might have caused confusion and we preferred to avoid this.
The liniited number of mistakes in all of the trials provided adequate
certainty that the participants executed the task correctly and that they
identified the correct button in nearly all trials.
The three tasks mentioned above could have been limited to two tasks
by using a touch screen. In such a design, the participant would have
been asked in the identification task to touch the button that had been
identified. The employment of numbers in the identification task would
not have been necessary and the judgment task could have been left out
of the experiment. However, the physical act of indicating a button on a
touch screen was expected to increase the identification time, and, more
importantly, was expected to render the increase in identification time
less constant than the physical act of pushing a key on a response panel.

4.3.3 Procedure
The participants received oral instructions. They were told to read the
description on the first screen carefully but as quickly as possible, and to
subsequently identify the correct button in the panel as quickly as
possible. It was explicitly stated that no misiakes occurred in the first
two steps of the experiment: the written description of the button did
not contain any mistakes and the panel always contained the button that
was described iii the first step. The only 'mistakes' that were built in the
experiment occurred in the third step of the experiment. The
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participants were told that the number th.it appeared in the third step
did not always correspond with the tiuniber they had seen beneath the
identified button in the panel, and that they should push the red key
instead of the green key on the response panel if this was the case.
The participants were asked to keep their fingers on the response
buttons, so as to keep the tinie that was needed to push either the green
key or the red key on the respotise panel constant.
Since the participants had to push the green key on the response
panel far niore often than the red key (for the yes-trials in all three steps,
tor the no-trials in the first two StepS), we expected accidental mistakes
in step three related to motor-coordination. We therefore asked the
participants to alert the experitiienter whenever they were aware of
niaking a niistake. This nie:int that whetiever a participant pushed a key
in step three and inimediately realized that he should have pushed the
other key, the experitiienter was alerted. Before the results were
analyzed, these errors were corrected by reversing the decisions related
to these trials.

The participants were told that the experiment contained seven
breaks, and that the breaks would be alternately participant-paced (the
participants could take as long a break as they felt necessary) and
experinienter-paced (these breaks were necessary because the
experinienter needed to download the next part of the experinient). It
took the participants on average twenty-five niinutes to coniplete the
task.

4.4 Results
The data were analyzed using one-way analyses of variance with level of
specification b,Ii,Ii„,ally specified, overspecified) ·as within-subjects factor.

Table 4.3 lists the twenty-seven expressions that were tested in the
experimetit, ranked according to identificatioii time. Table 4.4 provides
an overview of the seven minimally specified expressions that were
tested.
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The twenty-seven expressions ranked accorditig to idetitification

Table 4.3

t i 111 e

minimallv

m·er-

z·crt. horiz. ident.

rpecified cpccified
(id.n r.)

(id.nr.) 4hapt fize c<,lor axic axic

8 4

1

3

4

5

4-

4
E-

4

example

1(130 the round hutton at the top left
11136 the large htitton ,it the tc,P

1

1.114

time

11)65 the ·hite hutti,11 at the top

1

11170 the large ri,und \\·hite hutton at the top
left

7

/
/1

4

21

4

1

4

6
3
4

IC)
im

4

M

9

1(181 the large n,und biltton ;it the tcip
/

/

.f

4

1

4-

,1-

/

1

,1-

/

3

14

/

4

4

R 4
A

11.14 the large ·hite bilttcm .it the top left

1156 the large rcilitid ·hite hutton
4

1158 the large hutton at the top left

/

1174 the rotind button (in the left

/

12(11 the large rciutid ·hite buttiii on the left
1212 the rozind ·hite hutton
1214 the round huttcin

4
/

4
1

/

1219

the large „·hite huttcin on the left

1219 the Arge white hutton
l

/

4

M

·hite buttcili at the tc,p

1119 thel,irge rc,und white buttc,n Atthe r„J,

4

4

1

11414 the n-hite htitton at the top left
111() the rcitind

4

4

4

1()85 the large rc,und blitton at the tcip left

1119 the round butt ,n at the top

4

4

the n,und „hite Initton at the tcip left

1119.3 the u-hite hilttoll „n the left

4
4

1 ()82

1(182 the large whitc hilttoll at the rcip

1

/

1

106

41
1

1 4 4
4

26
11

1

/

5
2

4

11173 the button at the top left

444

13

20 1 1

8

1
1

4

4

122 I

1221

the

largc

rotind hut:011 on the

left

the large button on the left

1242 the large rc,ttitd buttc,n

,f

i

1248 the round ·hite button on the left
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Identificatioti titlies for the seven initiinially specified expiessiolls

Table 4.4
ide,ir.
iir.

shapc

1

1

dir

.1.C

\ crt.

hi,riz.

idclit.

.1\1,

.1 \ th

[1111 C

C\.1 mple

1214 the round huttlin

1

I

3

4-

4

4-

I

1036 the large butti),1 itt tile t(,p
4-

5

1

6

1219 the large u'hite btitic,11

/

4

4

7

the large button Hii the Icti

1(165 the u·hire button at the top

1/

1221

1093 the H·hite buttlili lill the left
1

11 173

the butron d the ((,p left

The following identification times were determined to test the
hypotheses:
1. average identification times for the set of minimally specified
expressions and the set of overspecified expressions (Hypothesis 1)
2. average identification times for the set of minimally specified
expressions that contained only object information and the set of
related overspecified expressions containing object inforniation

(Hypothesis 2)
3. average

identification tinies for the set of minimally

specified

expressions that contained only object information and the set of
related overspecified expressions containing location inforniation
(Hypothesis 3)

4. average identification times for the minimally specified expression
that contained only location infforniation and the set of related
overspecified expressions containing object inforniation (Hypothesis
4).

The hypotheses were tested using coiiiparisons between niininially
specified expressions and related overspecified expressions. The tables
show that expressions could occur in comparisons more than once. For
example, the overspecified expression with identification nuniber 17 (the

roitid biatto,1 at tlie top left) occurred in the comparison with the
niininially specified expressioti with identification nuniber 1 (the roti,141

bittton) to test Hypothesis 3 and also in the comparison with the
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minimally specified expression with identification number 7

(tlie butto,1

at me top left) to test Hypothesis 4.

Mi,timally specified expressioits i,s. 01,erspecified expressions (Hypothesis 1)

Table 4.5 shows the average identification times found for the set of
minimally specified expressions and the set of overspecified expressions.
Table 4.5

Average

identification tinies iii niilliseconds for millillially

specified expressions and overspecified expressions

minimally specified

overspecified

1132

1142

The identification tinies did not differ, F<1.

Mi,ii,Iially

specified:

object

infon,latio,1

vs.

m,erspecified:

ol,ject

i,1.fon,iation

(Hypothesis 2)

Table 4.6 shows the average identification times for the minimally
specified expressions that contained only object information and the
related overspecified expressions that contained only object inforniation.
The information units that rendered expressions minimally specified are

printed in bold type. To maintain presentation uniformity in the tables,
the result related to the overspecified expression shape/size/color
(identification number 12 in Table 4.2) is nientioned twice in Table 4.6.
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Average identification tillies ill milliseconds tor niininially
specified expressiotis and overspecified expressions that contained

Table 4.6

otily object itifortiiatioii
illillinially

overspecified

specified

shape

size

size

shape

shape

size

color

shape

color

size

color

color

sliape

1214

1219

1242

1212

1156

1156

Reference to all object inf-ortiiation in the overspecified expression led
to a shorter identification time than that for the minimally specified

expressions: 1156 vs. 1214, F(1,55)=4.46, p<.05; 1156 vs. 1219,
F(1,55)-3.27, p<.05 (one-tailed).

Reference to a part of the object inform.ition in the overspecified

expression did not affect the identification time.

Mininially specified: object i,ifor,Iiatimi vs. overspecified: locatimi i,lfor,tiation
(Hypotliesis 3)

Table 4.7 shows the identification times for the minimally specified
expressions that contained only object inf-orniation and the related
overspecified expressions containing location inforniation.
Table 4.7

Average

identification tiines iii niillisecotids for miniiiially

specified expressions that contained object inforniation and

related overspecified expressioiis cotitaitiiiig location ititorniation

niinimally specified

overspecified

size
shape

size

size

color

size

shape

shape

vert

color

color

vert

shape

color

vert

horiz

horiz

vert

horiz

lioriz

1214

1219

1119

1174

1030

1082

1219

1134
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The sole reference to the vertical axis or reference to both axes in the
overspecified expression led to a shorter identification time than that for
the minimally specified expressions: 1119 vs. 1214, F(1,55)=12.60,

p<.01 and 1030 vs. 1214, F(1,55)=41.02, p<.001; 1082 vs. 1219,
F(1,55)=20.46, p<.001 and 1134 vs. 1219, F(1,55)=6.24, p<.05. The
sole reference to the horizontal axis did not affect the identification
tinle.

Mitii„,ally specified: loccitio„ i,fon„atio,1 vs. 01,erspecified: object i,tfon„atio„

(Hypotliesis 4)

Table 4.8 shows the identification times for the mininially specified
expression that contaiiied location information and the related

overspecified expressions containing object inforniation.
Table 4.8

Average identification tinies iii niilliseconds for the minimally
specified expressioii that contained location information and tile
related overspecified expressions coiitaining obiect infortiiation

mininially

specified

overspecified
vert
vert

vert

vert

horiz
shape

vert

vert

vert

hodz

horiz

hodz

vert

horiz

horiz

horiz

shape

size

size

horiz

shape

size

color

size

shape
color

color

color

1073

1030

1158

1104

1085

1082

1134

1070

Reference to only the size of the object in the overspecified expression
led to a longer identification time than that for the minimally specified
expression: 1158 vs. 1073, F(1,55)=5.76, p<.05. Reference to the size
and color of the object in the overspecified expression also led to a
longer identification time than that for the minimally specified
expression: 1134 vs. 1073, F(1,55)-3.14, p<.05 (one-tailed). The
remaining overspecified expressions showed no effect when compared
with tlie minimally specified expression.
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4.5 Discussion and conclusions
Mini,Ii,il specific,itio,1 i,ersits overspecilicutio,i (Hypotliesis 1)

The results in Table 4.5 show that the average identification times for
the set of minimally specified expressions and the set of overspecified
expressions did not differ. This fliils to confirm Hypothesis 1. The fact
that there was no difference in identification times. however, warrants a

first conclusion: overspecification can not be considered a violation of
the Gricean maxim in the category quantity (Cirice, 1975), because it
did not affect the identification time adversely. Overspecification
rendered the expression niore informative than necessary but this did
not hinder the language recipient and may in fact have been required for
the current purposes of the exchange.
Co,itplete i,tental i„,age (shape, color, mid size) (Hypothesis 2)

The comparison between the niininially specified expressions that
contained only object inforniation and the related overspecified
expressions containing object information indicated that the provision of
additional object information led to a decrease in identification times,
but only when the additional information fully completed the mental
iniage. Overspecification that only partially completed the mental image
had no effect on the identification tillie (Table 4.6). This partly confirnis
Hypothesis 2.
As was the case with the result reported in Table 4.5. there were no
instances in which the provision of extra object information resulted in
an increase in identification tinie.

The hypotheses related to a delimited search of the perceptual image
through the verbalization of physical pointing are discussed below
(Hypotheses 3 and 4).
Minii,tal expressio„ a,„tai,ii,ig mily object i,t.fon„atim, - additio„ of locatio,i
i,tfonnatio,i (Hypotliesis 3)

The comparison between the niinimal expressions that contained only
object information and the related overspecified expressions containing
location information showed that the provision of location information
resulted in shorter identification times, with the exception of the sole
111

reference to the horizontal axis, which showed no effect (Table 4.7).
These results partly confirm Hypothesis 3.
Overspecification iii the form of verbalization of physical pointing
mostly decreased the identification time and never increased the
identification tinie.
The left/riglit disti,ictio,i
If an expression contains location inforniation, then this can shorten the
identification time. This indicates that the verbalization of physical
pointing can be beneficial. The results in Table 4.7, however, indicate
that the sole reference to the horizontal axis did not lead to a shorter
identification tinie, as opposed to the sole reference to the vertical axis.
Problenis that c.111 Arise

with respect

to

reference to the horizontal axis

often attributed to the fact that there is a choice between two
reference systems in production and interpretation: the egocentric
systeni (speaker oriented, deictic) and the intrinsic system (object
oriented) (Levelt, 1989). In the egocentric system, the position of the
speaker fiinctions as the anchor point for formulation of the expression.
The speaker verbalizes the position of an object to the left or right of
another object (the relatuni) on the basis of his own position (the
positions indicated with an 'x' in Figure 4.2). This means that the
expression changes whenever the position of the speaker changes, and
that correct interpretation of the expression is only possible if the
recipient has knowledge about the position of the speaker.
are
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X

46
X
Figure 4.2

Egocentric (two possibilities): 'Tlie bicycle is positioned to the
left of the car'(the bottotii x is the position of the speaker) or
'The bicycle is positioned to the right of the car' (the top x is the
position of the speaker); intrinsic (itist one possibility): 'The
bicycle is positioned to the right of the car'.

In the intrinsic system, it is not the position of the speaker that functions
the anchor point but the relatum. If the relatuni (for example, the car
in Figure 4.2) has an intrinsic front, back, left side, and right side
(derived from the functional characteristics of the relatum), then a
speaker can verbalize the position of a second object (the bicycle in
Figure 4.2) in relation to the relatum, for instance, by referring to the
horizontal axis. In the intrinsic system, the expression 'The bicycle is
positioned to the right of the car' can be interpreted correctly; the
position of the speaker is of no influence.
The absence of a facilitating effect of the addition of a single
reference to the horizontal axis may suggest that a left/right description
can be anibiguous and dependent on the reference systern. In Figure 3,
the expression 'The bicycle is positioned to the right of the car' is true
in the intrinsic system and false in the egocentric system with
reader/writer on the bottom 'x'.
In the perception experiment, the participants had no choice but to
interpret the expressions to the horizontal axis in the egocentric systeni.
A relatum was not used in referring to the position of the objects in this
experimental setting. The results seeni to indicate that the interpretation
of a reference to the horizontal axis is more time-consuniing than the
interpretation of a reference to the vertical axis.
as
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Ali,ii,nal expressio,1 co,itai,ii,ig o,ily locatio,1 i,for,i,atimi - additio,t of object
ii-ifortitaio,1 (Hypotliesis 4)

The coniparison between the minimal expression that contained only
location infortiiation and the related overspecified expressions
containing object inforination showed that the identification tinie Was
increased in two instances only: in the case of the addition of only the
inforination unit size, and in the case of the addition of the inforniation
units size and color (Table 4.8). Hypothesis 4 was confirmed for these
two instances only. Iii all other instances, the addition of object
inforniation did not increase the identification tinie. It should be noted

here that in all these instances the information unit shape occurred iii
the overspecified expression; the one exception was the overspecified
expression that contained a sole reference to color. These results niay
indicate that the addition of object inforniation only weakens the effect

of location infortiiation it- the reference

to shape is

absent in the

expression. A reference to shape contributes strongly to the construction
of a mental iniage; the results reported in Table 4.8 support the
conclusion that mental image construction has a positive effect in

identification tasks.
The reference to both axes in the ni ininially specified expression already
enabled the participants to identify the object uniquely. They did not
need to niake use of the extra iii formation in the expression. They could
direct their attention immediately to that specific part of the panel (top
left, top right, bottom left, or bottom right) and identify the button. Is it
possible then to explain the difference in identification times between,
on the one hand, the overspecified expressions that in addition
contained either a sole reference to the size of the object or a reference
to both the size and the color of the object, and, on the other hand, the
reniaining overspecified expressions iii Table 4.81
Firstly, shape niay contribute niore strongly to the completeness of
the mental image than size and color. The niental drawing of an object
can easily be coninienced if int-orniation about its shape is available. If
only information about the size or color, or both, of an object is
available, the nlental peticil will necessarily be still. Secondly, an
inherent difference between the three object characteristics in this
experinient can explain the difference in identification times: color and
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shape are absolute characteristics (there is no need for a comparison with
other objects to deterniine the color and shape of an object) and size is a

relative characteristic (a comparison with another object in the
perceptual image is necessary to determine the size ofan object).
These differences between the object characteristics may explain the
identification times of the overspecified expressions that contained one
extra information unit, two extra inforniation units and three extra
information units (Table 4.8). When one extra information unit is
added, it is the assuniption that the identification decision regarding an
absolute characteristic (shape or color) may be reached filster than the
identification decision concertiing a relative characteristic (size). For the
absolute characteristic shape, this assumption is underscored by the fact
that this characteristic provides the most important inforniation for the
construction of a mental image.
When two extra information units are added, it is the assuniption
that the mental image is more complete when the relative characteristic
size occurs in combination with shape than when the relative
characteristic size occurs in conibination with color. Information about
size and shape niakes it possible to construct a mental iniage, as opposed
to information about size and color
When three extra information units are added, a complete mental
iniage can be created. A coniplete niental iniage significantly decreased
the identification tillie if the expression contained no location
information at all (Table 4.6). This may explain why the addition of
three object characteristics did not result in an increase in identification
time if the referential expression already contained all the location
inforniation needed to uniquely identify the object.

The above supports the notion that the participants processed gill

information in the referential expression. Whether or not a mental
iniage could be built on the basis of the information in the expression
still affected the identification time, even if the location information in
that same expression already allowed for unique identification of the
object of reference. A reference to the shape of the object seenied to
contribute strongly to the mental iniage. If shape was not part of the
extra information, then there was a greater probability that the extra
information would increase the identification time.
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In suniniary, the results of this perception experiment show that
overspecification in niany instances either decreased the identification
tillie or did not affect the identification time, and in only two instances
increased the identification tillie. The overspecification that characterizes
production experiments cannot be seen as a violation of the Gricean
niaxini iii the category quantity. It serves a purpose and cannot be
considered nierely cunibersonie to the reader of the text. The writers of
instructive texts niay be correct iii their judgment. Readers may need
more than the minimum to arrive at quick and unique identification of
the object.
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5
COMMUNICATIVE PURPOSE AND

OVERSPECIFICATION1

5.1

Introduction

In the present chapter we describe a production experiment in which
we specifically investigated the effect of the importance of the
coniniunicative purpose on the degree of overspecification of referential

expressions, and on the type of information that

is

included in the

expressions. The results of the analysis reported in C:hapter 2 are a first
indication that task importance may have an effect on the specification
level of referential expressions. The reported increase in the production
of overspecified expressions in the 'learn' condition may have been

caused by

a

difference in perceived importance of the communicative

task.

In the production experinient described in this chapter and in the
perception experiment described in Chapter 4, identical iniages were

used as part of the experimental material. As a result, the present
production experitiient provided the opportunity to investigate whether
1

Based on: Arts. A.. Maes. A.. Noordnian. L.. & Jansen. C. T/,c effect of tile commimirative
putpose 0,101'ersperdic,itio,i of refere,tri,1/ ex·pressioils. Matiuscript in preparation.

a correspondence between the set of referential expressions
that led to tast identification times in the perception experinietit
(perception of language) and the set of referential expressions that was
produced upon viewing the identical images (production of language).

there was

5.2 Background and expectations
The manipulation of the instructive goal iii the production experiment
described in C:hapter 2 was expected to have an effect on the
specification level of referential expressions, owing to the provision of
functional information in the expression. The analysis did not confinii
this expectation. The results showed that, in an instructive context
where the conversational partner needed to learn to execute the task
('learn' condition), language producers provided more perceptually
overspecified expressiotis than in an instructive context where the
conversational partner needed to execute the task just once ('do'
condition). This niay be because language producers attributed niore
importance to the coilimunicative purpose in the 'learn' condition than
in the 'do' condition, and, therefore, felt niore responsibility for their
instructive task. In the present production experiment, the iniportance
ok- the instructive task context was nianipulated. This resulted ill two

experimental conditions: a high-instructive context and a lowinstructive context. In the high-instructive context, failure to identify
the intended referent has a strong inipact and this niay cause language
producers in the high-instructive condition to adhere inore closely to
the principle of distant responsibility (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986) than
language producers in the low-instructive condition. The first
hypothesis relates the importance ok the instructive task context to the
degree of overspecification.
Hypothesis

1:

lieferential expressions show a higher degree of
a high-instructive context than in a low-instructive

overspecification in
context.

The following hypotheses were based on niore specific expectations
regarding the type of infortiiation included in the referential expression.
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These

hypotheses

originate from the results of the perception

experiment (Chapter 4). They are related to the completeness of the
object description (Hypothesis 2) and to the act of linguistic pointing
(Hypothesis 3).

The results of the perception experinient indicate that a coniplete object
description leads to faster identification of the object, or, in other words,
to faster referent resolution. Deutsch (1976), Mangold (1988). and
Sonnenschein (1982; 1984) show that extra information about the
object is beneficial for swift identification of the object because it

facilitates referent resolution, even if the information is nondiscriminating (overspecification).
If the production of language serves an important comniunicative
purpose, then fast referent resolution may be deemed very important
The opposite may be the case if the production of language serves a less
important comniunicative purpose.
An obvious conclusion follows: a coniplete object description may
aid the conversational partner in resolving the referential expression and,
therefore, the language producer may provide a complete object
description if the importance of the communicative purpose calls for it
(in a high-instructive context). If the communicative purpose is
perceived to be less iniportant (A low-instructive context), the language
producer may refrain from providing a coniplete object description.
This leads to Hypothesis 2:
Hypotliesis 2: Referential expressions that contain an exhaustive object
description occur more often in a high-instructive context than in a

low-instructive context.

The results of the perception experinient (Chapter 4) also indicate that
faster identification times occur when either all location attributes are
nientioned (a combined reference to the vertieal and horizontal axis) or
when a single reference to the vertical axis is made. A single reference to
the horizontal axis does not have an effect on the identification time.
In a feedback situation, where the producer and the recipient of
language can see and hear one another, and spoken language is
produced, the producer of language may deem a physical pointing
119

gesture to be beneficial for the recipient (Beun & Creniers, 1998). If,
however, the producer of language in such a situation is aware that the

text does not serve an iniport.int coniniunicative purpose, then he niay
not attach niuch importance to such a physical pointing gesture. The
sanie observation may be applicable in a non-feedback situation where
written language is produced. References to location attributes can be
viewed as linguistic pointing gestures, and can be explained by the
willingness of the language producer to expend extra effort to achieve
swift referent resolution on the part of the recipient. Therefore, we
expected that references to location attributes would be niore pervasive

in a high-itistructive context than iii

a

low-iIistructive context. This

observation led to Hypothesis 3:
Hypotliesis 3: Referential expressions that contain location attributes of
objects (reference to the vertical or horizontal axis, or both) occur more

often in

a

high-instructive context than iii a low-instructive context.

5.3 Method
The present experinient was based on the perception experiment
discussed in Chapter 4. In the perception experiment, participants were
asked to read a referential expression on a coniputer screen and to
identify a button in a control panel that appeared on the screen. In the
present experitiient, the participants were asked to look at the panel on a
computer screen (the panels that were used were identical to those used
in the perception experiment); at the bottom of the computer screen,
they were to type in a referential expressio11 that described one of the
buttons in the panel (the button to be described was marked with an x;
see Figure 5.1).

5.3.1 Participants and design
Fifty-three students of Tilburg University who participated in the
cotiiputer course Prairie.il Digital Media

took part in the experiment:

twenty-seven students in the low-instructive condition and twenty-six
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students in the high-instructive condition. The participants were asked
to go to a website that contained the experiniental niaterial and were
presented with 3() panels.

5.3.2 Materials
The point of departure in the development ok- the experimental material
was the panels that were used in the perception experinient (see Chapter
4). In order to determine a possible correspondence between the
referential expressions that led to fast identification times in the
perception experiment and the referential expressions that were most
frequently produced in this production experitnent, it was iniperative
that identical perceptual images be used in both experinients.
The panels were presented in a web browser. Separate websites were
developed for the two experimental conditions, and used to present the
experinient to the participants.

The panels were adapted slightly for the new experiment, since the
participants' task was now a production task. The four buttons were not
identified with a number. Instead, one button was identified with ati x
(Figure 5.1). The niarked button was positioned in the four different
locations in the panel in an equal nuniber of trials.
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Figure 5.1

Experimental tiiaterial: The panel iii the high-instructive
Condition

In the low-instructive condition, the panel

was

presented as a

co„ligitratio,i co,itai,ii,ig .lotir cle,tie„ts. The participants were asked to type
in it the bottom of the website page which element had been marked

with an x. They were told to do this in such a way that the niarked
element could not be confused with the other three elements in the
corifigitration.

In the high-instructive condition. the panel was presented as a (mitrol
pa,zel co,itai,Ii,tg fotir ptish Imtto,ts. It was said that the control panel was
being used for long-distance surgery. The buttons were to be pushed for
the execution of successive surgical actions. The participants were asked
to iniagine themselves in a situation in which they had to inform the
surgeon which button to push. The surgeon could not speak to them,
hear them, or see theni, because the surgery was being performed in
South Africa. The participants were in the Netherlands, and the surgeon
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fully depended ati their instructions for successful perforniance ot-the
surgery. The participants were asked to type in at the bottom of the
website page which button had been niarked with an x.

5.3.3 Procedure

The experiment was conducted in a classrooni setting. The
experimenter explained the experimental task to the group of
participants. A written explanatioti of the task was also available to the
participants.

5.4

Data analysis

In analyzing the referential expressions that were produced by the
participants, we looked at the number ot- referential units that were used
to build the expression. These referential units could be object-oriented
(a reference to the shape of the object, the color ot-the object, or the
size of the object) or location-oriented (a reference to the object's
position on the vertical axis, the horizontal axis, or both).
The point of departure in deterniining the nuniber of overspecified
referential units was always the minimum number of units that was
needed for correct idetitification of-the button in the panel. As explained
in Chapter 4, it was possible to refer to the button in the panel by just
mentioning the shape of the button. This alone would suffice for correct
identification of the button in the panel. So, whenever shape was apart
of the referential expression that was produced, the overspecification of
that referential expression consisted of all other referential units that
were used in the expression. Whenever shape was not a part of the
referential expression that was produced, we counted the number of
referential units in the expression that was Inininially needed for correct
identification of the button in the panel, and deducted this number from
the total number of referential units in the expression to detertiiine the

nuniber of overspecified units.
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5.5 Results
The data were analyzed usitig a t-test for independent gmples.

Fifty-three participants produced

a

total of 1590 referential expressions

participants in the low-instructive condition and 26
(53*30),
participants in the high-instructive condition. Table 5.1 lists the
frequencies of all referential expressions that were produced. The
27

expressions that were tested in the perception experinient (discussed in
Chapter 4) are also listed in this table. The referential expressions are
ordered according to the identification nutiiber of the expression. Every

expression also h.is a rank number. This rank number reflects the
identification time measured in the perception experinient.
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Table 5.1

Occurretices iii the procitiction ext,eritnent ot- reterential
expressions that were tested in the perception experiment,
ordered accorditig to tile identificatioii ilittiiber of the expression,
as a tiinction ot tlie experiiiieiital cotiditioit
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Twenty-seven expressions were tested in the perception experinient.
Table 5.1 illustrates that only a small subset of this set ir'as chosen by the
participants in this production experiment. Many referential expressions
that resulted in fast identification tinies in the perception experiment
were not produced in this production experiment. Table 5.1 illustrates
that, overall. the expressions that were produced contained at least
• a reference to the shape of the object, or
• a reference to both location axes, or
• a reference to the shape of the object and both location axes.
As c;in be seen froin the dat.1, an expression only lacked a reference to
the shape of the object if a reference to both location axes was provided.

The results for the expressions with identification numbers 7 (top/le-fil·
25 (laree/,vhite/ky,/left). 26 (/ari:e/top//ef) and 27 (,vhite/top/left) indicate
this. The one exception is the single occurrence of the referential
expression with idetitification nutiiber 2 (/,irt:e/,i,hite) in the lowinstructive condition.
Table 5.2 shows the average nuniber of overspecified referential units
per expression that particip.ints used in producing the expressions in tile
two experimental conditions.
Table 5.2

Nimiber of overspecified reterential units per expression as a
function of experitiiental coiidition, averaged over participants
low-itistrtictive
higli-iiistrtictive
conditioil
conditioii

overspecified referential zinits per
expressioti

1.15

2.10

More overspecified referential units were produced in the highinstructive condition than in the low-instructive condition, t(51)=3.44.
p<.01.
Table 5.3 shows the average number of expressions per participant that
contained an exhaustive object description (shape, color, and size) in
absolute nuniber and percentage of the possible niaxinium of 30, in the
two experiniental conditions.
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Table 5.3

Average nuiiiber ot' expressiotis per participant cotitaining m
exhailstive object descriptioti as a tiinction of experimental
conditioii (tilaximit1113())

low-instrlictive

condition
(11=27)
exhaustive

object

description in

5.07 (16.9%)

high-instructive
cotidition

(n=26)
10.00 (33.3%)

expression (shape, color, and size)

Exhaustive object descriptions occurred niore often in the highinstructive condition than in the low-instructive condition, t(51)-1.86,

p<.05 (one-tailed).
Table 5.4 shows the average number of expressions per participant that
contained a reference to both the vertical and horizontal axes (in
absolute number and percentage of the possible maximum of 30) in the

two experimental conditions.
Table 5.4

Average nutiiber of expressions per participant containing
reterence to vertical atid horizotital axes as a filliction of

experimental condition (niaxitinmi 30)

low-instructive
cotiditioii

(ii=27)
vertical and horizontal axes

4.30 (14.3%)

high-instructive
condition

(11=26)
16.27 (54.2%)

vertical axis only

0

0

horizotital axis only

0

0

Reference to both the vertical and horizontal axes occurred more ofteti
in the high-instructive condition than in the low-instructive condition,

t(51)=3.60, p<.01. Referential expressions that contained a single
reference to the vertical axis or a single reference to the horizontal axis
did not occur.
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5.6

Replication of the experiment

As nientioned before, the panel was presented to the participants as a

configuration containing four elements in the low-instructive condition
and as a control panel containing four buttons in the high-instructive
condition. The participants were asked to type in at the bottom of the
website page which elenient (low-instructive condition) or which
button (high-instructive condition) was marked with an x. The data
reveal that these instructions did not prevent the participants from
constructing referential expressions that lacked the word 'element' or
'button' and contained words such as circle, square, rectangle, and
triangle as head of the noun phrase (the Icirge 11,1,ite sqi,dre instead of t'le
/arge ti,hite sqi,are bittto,1). The attributes size and color could not be used
as head of the noun phrase, and this difference between the three
object-oriented attributes niight have influenced the results. It was not
possible to determine whether the attribute shape was provided because
of its syntactic function, because of its attributive function, or both. The
experinient was replicated fc,r this reason. Iii the replication the
participants were specifically requested to use the word 'elenient' or
'button' in producing the expression. If, in the initial experiment, the
reference to shape had been provided because of its syntactic function
(as head of the noun phrase), then the number of expressions containing
a reference to shape should decrease in the replication experiment,
because in the replication the expressions contained the word 'elenient'

(low-instructive condition) or the word 'button'(high-instructive
condition) as head of the noun phrase.

The experimental method used in the replication did not deviate from
the method used in the initial production experiment. Fifty-three
(different) students of Tilburg University took part in the experiment:
25 students in the low-instructive condition and 28 students in the highinstructive condition. The websites were adapted slightly. At the bottom
of the website pages, where participants were to type in the referential
expression, the participants were reniinded to use the word 'element' (in
the low-instructive condition) or 'button' (in the high-instructive
condition) when typing the expression. This reminder disappeared as
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soon as the participant started typing. This specific request w,Is also
mentioned in the explanation of the experimental task.
Restilts of tile replicatio,1

The expressions that did not contain the word 'element' or 'button'
were excluded from the analysis. This meant that the number of
referential expressions per participant fluctuated. Where
applicable, the reported results are proportionate to the tiumber of
analyzed expressions per participant. The fluctitation iii the nutiiber of
analyzed expressions per participant was accounted for in this way.
Fifty-three participatits produced a total of 1407 referential
expressions in the replication, 25 participants produced 64() expressions
in the low-instructive condition and 28 participants produced 767
expressions iii the high-instructive condition. Table 5.5 lists the
frequencies of all reterential expressions that were produced iii the
replication and, as in Table 5.1, the information about the expressions
that were tested in the perception experiment (identification tinie and
aiialyzed

rank nuniber) is also listed.
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Table 5.5

Replication: Occitrrences iii the replicatioti experitiient of
ret-erential expressions that were tested iii the perception
experiment. ordered according to the identification nzimber of
the expression, as a fiinction oftlie experititental condition
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In referring to the elements/buttons, the participants in the initial
experiment and in the replication experiment chose the gnie subset of
the expressions tested in the perception experiment. Tables 5.1 and 5.5
illustrate this. In the initial experiment, 96.1 percent of 1590 expressions
contained a reference to shape; in the replication experiment 91.4
percent of 1407 expressions contained a reference to shape. The
proportion of expressions containing a reference to shape decreased in
the replication experinient 0(2(1)=28.77, p<.001). The specific request
to use the word 'element' or 'button' in the replication experiment
caused writers to produce fewer references to shape. Tables 5.6 to 5.8
show that this did not affect the overall results.
Table 5.6 shows the average nuniber of overspecified referential units
per expression that participants used in producing the expressions in the
two experimental conditions.
Table 5.6

Replication: Nuniber of overspecified referential uitits per
expressioti as a fiinction of experitiietital cotidition, averaged over
participants
low-instructive
high-instructive

overspecified referential units per

condition

conditioii

0.88

1.87

expression

More overspecified referential units were produced in the highinstructive condition than in the low-instructive condition, t(51)=4.59,
p<.()()1.

Table 5.7 shows the average proportion of analyzed expressions per
participant that contained an exhaustive object description (shape, color,
and size) in the replication.
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Table 5.7

Replication: Average proportion of analyzed expressions per
participant coiitaining ati exhaustive object description as a

function of experiiiiental condition
low-instructive
condition
exhaustive object descriptioii iii

(11=25)

high-instructive
condition
(n=28)

0.23

0.43

expression (shape, color, and size)

Exhaustive object descriptions occurred niore often in the highinstructive condition than in the low-instructive condition, t(51)=1.97,

p<.05 (one-tailed).
Table 5.8 shows the average proportion of analyzed expressions per
participant that contained a reference to both the vertical and horizontal
axes in the replication.
Table 5.8

Replication: Average proportion of atialyzed expressions per
participatit colitaining reterence to vertical aild horizontal axes as
a function of experiiiietital condition
low-instructive
high-instructive
condition
conditioii
(ti=25)
(n=28)

vertical and horizontal axes

0.12

0.44

vertical axis oiily

0

0

horizontal axis only

0

0

Reference to both the vertical and the horizontal

axes

occurred more

often in the high-instructive condition than in the low-instructive
condition, 1(51)=2.75, p<.01. Referential expressions that contained a
a single reference to the horizontal

single reference to the vertical axis or
axis did not occur.
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5.7 Discussion and conclusions
The results reported in Tables 5.2 and 5.6 indicate that perceived task
importance did increase overspecification and this can be attributed to
the language producer's increased feeling of responsibility for the
instructive task (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). These results confirm
Hypothesis 1.

The results in Tables 5.3 and 5.7, and Tables 5.4 and 5.8 confirm
Hypothesis 2 and partly confirm Hypothesis 3. Complete object
descriptions occurred more often in the high-instructive condition than
in the low-instructive condition, as did simultaneous references to the
horizontal and vertical axes. However, single references to either the
horizontal or the vertical axis did not occur.
Complete object descriptions led to faster identification times in the
perception experinient than did partially complete object descriptions. A
complete object description may facilitate the identification process,
because it enables the reader to build a mental image that can be
mapped in its entirety within the physical task context. This is in
accordance with the suggestion of Levelt (1989), who mentions in this
respect the creation of a 'gestalt' of the object that needs to be identified
The results of the perception experiment also indicate that
simultaneous references to the horizontal and vertical axes facilitated the
identification process. A reference to both axes liniits the search process
to one specific section of the perceptual image and can be seen as a
linguistic pointing act that minnics the physical gesture that a language
producer may use in a feedback situation when the discourse participants
can see one another. The fact that the language producers used this type
of reference niore pervasively in a situation characterized by an
important conimunicative purpose is further evidence that their
judgment is sound in deciding what information should be included in
the referential expression, and that they are willing to expend extra
effort to achieve swift referent resolution on the part of the recipient.
Single references to the vertical axis or the horizontal axis did not
occur. The results of the perception experiment, however, indicate that
a single reference to the vertical axis decreased the identification time. A
single reference to the horizontal axis did not affect the identification
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time. Nevertheless, the results of the present experiment indicate that
the language producers judged single references to the axes ineffective,
and provided a reference to both axes if they decided to refer to location
attributes.

In producing

a

referential expression, language producers make a

decision regarding the

information that should be included in that

expression. The perceived importance of the comniunicative purpose of
the text largely deterniines how much information is included and also

what type of information is included. We expected that the concept of
cognitive ease would guide the language producer's decision. If the
processing of a ret-erential expression resulted in fast identification of the
intended referent in the case of perception ot-language (Chapter 4), then
this was seen as evidence that it is cognitively easy to process the
information in the referential expression. In the same vein, if certain
referential expressions were produced niore often than others (this
chapter), then this was seen as evidence that the writer judged it to be
cognitively easy to identify the intended referent on the basis of the
information in the expression.
Correspolide,ice betivee,i perception and proditition

Tables 5.1 and 5.5 show that only a small subset of the set of twentyseven expressions that were tested in the perception experiment was
produced in the present experiment. It was not possible to predict the
frequency of production of referential expressions on the basis of the
identification time: many expressions that led to fast identification tinies
in the perception experinient were not produced in the present
production experiment.
The fact that certain referential expressions tested in the perception
experiment were not produced at all, while other referential expressions
were produced pervasively, can be attributed to the characteristics of the
specific perceptual image that was used (the panel). In any situation, a
perceptual image will trigger a preferred set of expressions for reference
to different objects within that perceptual image. The results reported in
Tables 5.1 and 5.5 indicate that expressions containing a single reference

to either the vertical or the horizontal axis do

not

belong to the

preferred set ot- expressions that is triggered by the panel and neither do
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expressions that lack a re ference to the shape of the object. Frequency of
occurrence of expressions belonging to this preferred set of expressions
is influenced by the communicative purpose that characterizes the
language situation. The results seem to indicate that the language
producers wanted to provide an image in words (a reference to the
shape of the object provided the basis for this iniage), and that they were
inclined to be more complete in providing this image when the

communicative purpose was niore important.
Specific results in Tables 5.1 and 5.5 corroborate conclusions reported
by Belke and Meyer (2002). They found in a naming experiment that
color was overspecified substantially more often than size. Also, when
participants had the choice of including either size or color to build a
minimally specified expression, color was specified more often than size
(68.1 percent, 128 utterances versus 9 percent, 17 utterances); the
remaining utterances (22.9 percent, 43 utterances) were overspecified
(both the size and the color were specified). Belke and Meyer claim that
this preference for a reference to the color of an object as opposed to the
size of an object originates in visual perception and is linked to size
being a relative dimension and color an absolute dimension. The size of
an object can only be determined in comparison with another object in
the physical task context. The color of an object can be determined
independent of other objects in the physical task context. The results in
Tables 5.1 and 5.5 with respect to expressions 9-21 (rmt,id/11,1,ite rou,id /witite /top /1efil

and

expressions

8-20

(rotind / large

-

roittld/large/top/left) may confirm this: the combination shape/color
(romid/white) was produced far more often in building a referential
expression than the com 1,ination shape/size (roimd/large), in cases where
the referential expression contained two object-oriented attributes. The
combination shape/color seems to have been regarded as an efficient
way to refer to the objects whereas the opposite seems to be the case for
the combination shape/size. The language producers may have thought
that, for the perceptual context applicable in this experiment, a reference
to the color of the object would be more beneficial to the language
recipient than a reference to the size of the object, As a result, the
language producers who did not provide an exhaustive object
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description preferred to use a reference to color rather than a reference
to size to coinplenient a reference to shape.

In suniniary, the perceived coniniunicative purpose of the instructive
task was a strong deterniinant of the degree of overspecification of
referential expressions and of the type of information that was included
in the referential expressions. Language producers provided niore
overspecified referential expressions for the identification of objects
when the coniniunicative purpose was very iniportant. They preferred
to provide a coniplete description of the object, which acconiniodated
the construction of a mental image, atid they verbalized physical
pointing by providing information on the location of the object.
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6
CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Introduction
Current referential theories that predict the linguistic form of referential
expressions in discourse are based on the degree of mental activation of
the entities that need to be identified. The results of this study show that
these theories should incorporate perform.ince factors that, in instructive
texts, can be strong determinants of the linguistic form of referential
expressions; a differentiation for text genre is needed in order for these
theories to be truly general theories

of reference.

Below is a brief statement of the conclusions of the research. Reference
is m;ide to the research questions stated in C:hapter 1 (section 1.4).

• In instructive texts that support the perfortiiance of a task in a
physical task context, the importance of the comniunicative purpose
exerts strong influence and affects activation-based predictions about
the specification level of referential expressions. Increased iniportance
leads to an increased production of overspecified referential
expressions (discussion in section 6.2.1).
• The physical task context has a pervasive influence on the
specification level of referential expressions. If the physical task

is identical for producer and recipient, instructive writers use
perceptually based information to initially introduce discourse
entities, and highly specific linguistic forms to refer anaphorically to
discourse entities. This results in perceptual overspecification of
initial referential expressions and overspecification of anaphora. If the
physical task context is different for producer and recipient,
instructive writers use functionally based information to initially
introduce discourse entities, both in referential expressions and in

context

•

•

preparatory propositions, and attenuated linguistic fornis to refer
anaphorically to discourse entities. This results in propositional
overspecification of initial ref-erential expressions (discussion in
section 6.2.2).
The writer's decision to overspecify referential expressions iii
producing instructive texts reflects his ability to anticipate the
reader's needs. Overspecification has a positive effect in identification
tasks and indicates adherence to the Gricean maxim in the category
quantity (discussion in section 6.3).
Previous research has indicated that functional information could be
more beneficial to readers in a reading-to-learn situation than to
readers in a reading-to-do situation. The results of this research show
that the instructive writer's decision to include functional
information in ret-erential expressions is dependent on the physical
task context: this only occurs if the physical task context is different
for producer and recipient, and the reading-to-learn condition does
not lead to an increased provision of functional information
(discussion in section 6.4).

6.2

Performance factors and overspecification in the
production of language

The results of the studies in this thesis support the conclusion that

performance factors exert strong influence on the referential strategies
that are used. Increased importance of the communicative purpose
rendered the writers' task niore critical and caused writers to use
overspecified referential expressions for the identification of discourse
entities. A difference in visual appearance of the device that was the
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subject of the instructive text (a different physical task context for writer
and reader) rendered the writers' task more complex and caused writers
to adapt the referential strategies used for the identification of discourse
entities; this led to propositional overspecification.

6.2.1 Importance of the communicative purpose
In the production experiment described in Chapter 2, the instructive
goal and the visual appearance of the device were manipulated. The
participants executed the writing task either in a reading-to-do
condition (one-time task execution by the reader) or in a reading-tolearn condition (recurring task execution by the reader), and either in a
condition where the physical task context was identical (the reader had
an identical device) or in a condition where the physical task context
was different (the reader had a different device). The results of the
analysis indicate that instructive writers prefer to use perceptually based
referential expressions for the identification of objects if the physical task
context is identical for producer and recipient. The results also showed
that the perceptually based referential expressions were often
overspecified. This overspecification can be explained on the basis of the
construction of a 'gestalt' (Levelt, 1989) and on the basis of the nonfeedback facility (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). The observed increase
of overspecified perceptually based expressions in the reading-to-learn
condition can be viewed as a first indication that the importance of the
communicative purpose may influence the specification level of
referential expressions. In an accessibility-based discussion, any set of
objects that is used as part of the physical task context in a production
experiment can be seen as competing candidates that, as a set, decrease
the mental activation of every single element. A referential expression
that identifies a single element of the set needs to be very specific to
cause the element to be lifted out of the set. This is plausible, but cannot
explain the increase of overspecified perceptually based expressions in
the reading-to-learn condition. The only possible explanation is
pragmatic. The language producers' awareness of the importance of the
task led to the inclusion of extra coding material in the referential
expressions, and this effect was stronger in the reading-to-learn
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condition than in the reading-to-do condition. In the reading-to-learn
condition, failure to identify the intended referent had a stronger
inipact, and as a result language producers may have adhered more
Closely to the principle of distant responsibility introduced by Clark and
Wilkes-Gibbs (1986). They took upon themselves all identification
responsibility.
The research described in Chapter 5 focused on the effect of the
importance of the conitiiunicative purpose on the specification level of
referential expressions. In this production experiment, the importance of
the instructive task context was manipulated: participants executed the
production task in a high-instructive task context or in a low-instructive
task context. The analysis showed that perceived task importance was
mirrored in the specification level of the referential expressions that
were produced: overspecitication of referential expressions was taskdependent and increased in the high-instructive condition. In addition,
perceived task importance had an effect on the type of information that
was included in the referential expression. Expressions that contained an
exhaustive object description and that, as a result, allowed for the
construction of a coniplete mental itiiage, Levelt's 'gestalt' (Levelt,
1989), were produced more frequently in the high-instructive condition

than in the low-instructive condition, and
expressions that contained location information.
6.2.2 Visual appearance
context

-

the

same

applies to

identical or different physical task

The physical task context of an instructive text exerts strong influence
on the specification level of referential expressions in the instruction. In
the analyses, three types of overspecification were distinguished:
perceptual overspecification, propositional overspecification, and
anaphoric overspecification.
Perceptual overspecificatio,1

To perceptually identify discourse entities, instructive writers can specify
exterior characteristics of the objects (e.g., shape, size) or locative
characteristics of the object (e.g., on the left), or both. The results ofthe
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analysis reported in Chapter 2 indicate that writers prefer to use
perceptual information for the identification of discourse entities if this

option

available to them (in a situation where the physical task
for producer and recipient). This confirnis the
importance of perception for the anchoring of knowledge in the
is

context is identical

construction of niental representations (Glenberg & Robertson, 1999).
The analysis showed that an identical physical task context leads to
perceptual overspecification of initial referential expressions.
Propositio,1,11 01,erspergicatioil

If the physical task context is different for producer and recipient, the
referential task of the language producer is niore complex. In this
condition, instructive writers use device-related, functional, taskoriented, and system-oriented information (in this thesis jointly referred
to as functional inforniation) for the identification of objects. This
functional information was provided in the referential expression that
identified the object (e.g., the alarni button) or in preparatory
propositions, or in both. Preparatory propositions prepare the
identification of objects in the actual instructions; in niost instances these
propositions directly preceded the instructive sentence that specified the
type of action that was to be executed using the object. The results of
the analysis reported in Chapter 2 show that a different physical task
context caused writers to pervasively use the strategy of providing
based
functionally
preparatory
propositions
(propositional
overspecification). This can be attributed to the complexity of the
referential task (the writers could not rely on the presence of the objects
in the reader's physical task context).
Ai,aphoric overspeclficatioll

In the production of instructive discourse, initial expressions that refer to
objects in the physical task context are discourse-external (exophoric)
references: instructive writers produce a referential expression that
enables the reader to identify the object in the physical task context
(discourse-externally). In referring anew to the sanie object (anaphoric
reference), instructive writers niay refer discourse-internally, or

discourse-externally again. The option to refer discourse-externally
affects the specification level of anaphora and leads

to

anaphoric
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overspecification. The results of the analysis

Chapter 3 show that, if the physical

task

of

anaphora described in

context was identical for

producer and recipient, the degree of accessibility of a discourse referent
could not explain the specification level of the related anaphor: when
the mental activation of an entity was high (resulting from a former
reference to the same entity And frorn the prominent presence of the
entity in the physical task context), which would warrant an attenuated

linguistic form for anaphoric reference, the producers provided a very
specific linguistic form for anaphoric reference. The language producers
referred discourse-externally (exophorically) instead of discourseinternally (endophorically), and this decision affected the specification
level of anaphora.
Ariel has argued that the discoursal prominence of an entity is a
stronger deterniinant of the related degree of accessibility than the
proniinence of the entity iii the physical context (Ariel, 1998, 2001).
However, the anaphoric overspecification observed in the present
research indicates that the degree of accessibility derived from discoursal
prominence is affected by pragniatic, task-related aspects of the

coniniunicative situation. Anaphoric overspecification signals a high
degree of awareness of the recipient's task on the part of the language
producer. To perform the task, the recipient needs to step in and out of
the text, which may disrupt discourse-based mental activation patterns.
The language producer apparently anticipates this disruption by
providing overspecified anaphora.
The reported production of overspecified anaphora may support the
notion that the linguistically developed niental representation that
originates in the text and the mental representation that originates in the
physical task context (the device that is the subject of the instructions)
do not niesh; language producers 111ay differentiate between these
separate niental representations (Matras, 1998). The analysis showed tliat
anaphoric overspecification decreased if the physical task context was
different for producer and recipient. This may confirm the
differentiation between mental representations: the language producers
could not form a mental representation of the physical task context and,
as a result, this representation did not interfere with the linguistically
based niental representation. Therefore, in the texts produced in this
condition, the degree of accessibility of a discourse referent (resulting
142
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from a fortiier reference to the saine entity) explains the specification
lerel ofthe related anaphor.

6.3 Effect of overspecification in the perception of
language

The research results indicate that overspecification occurs pervasively in

the production of instructive texts. In overspecifying reterential
expressions, writers produce niore information than is necessary for
unambiguous identificatioii of the reference object. This seenis to
violate the Gricean m.ixini in the category quantity, 'Do riot niake your
contribution niore inforniative than is required' (Cirice, 1975, 9 45)
Can this observation be upheld or do writers correctly anticipate readers'
needs when they produce overspecified expressions? In the perception
experinient described iii :hapter 4, the effect ofoverspecification on the
identification tinie was measured. The research results reported in this
chapter warrant the conclusion that overspecification does not violate
the Grice.in maxitii in the category quantity: overspecification of
referential expressions either decreased the identification titiie or did not
affect the identification tillie (with the exception of two instances that
are discussed below). In providing overspecified referential expressions,
language producers judge correctly: overspecification niay be required
for the current purposes of the exchange; it increases the inforniativeness
of the ref-erential expression and is beneficial to the recipient.
Specific results of the study reported in Chapter 4 indicate (i) that the
identification time decreases if the information in the expressions allows
for the construction of a complete mental image, Levelt's 'gestalt'

(Levelt, 1989), and (ii) that the identification time decreases if location
inforniation is provided iii the expression.
As nientioned above, overspecification increased the identification
time in two instances. Both iiistances were characterized by an absence

of shape int-orniation in the expression. The absence of shape
information impedes the construction of a niental iniage. As a result, the
observed increase of the identification time for these two instatices
supports the conclusion that metital iniage construction has a positive
effect in identification tasks.
143

6.4 Reading-to-learn goal and functional information
Previous research has shown that the inforniational needs of readers in a
reading-to-learn situation may differ from those of readers in a readingto-do situation: learners benefit niore than doers from declarative
information (functional, task-oriented, and system-oriented information)
in instructive discourse (Kieras & Bovair, 1984; Smith & Goodiiian,
1984; Umnielen, 1997). The writers of the instructive texts that were
the subject of analysis in the study described in Chapter 2 produced

declarative information: Macs (20(1(1) concluded that the instructive
writers in the reading-to-learn condition produced niore declarative
goal inforniation and iiiide declarative inforniation more proniinent in
the linear organization of their instructions than did the instructive
writers in the reading-to-do condition.
In the analysis described iii C'.hapter 2. the focus was on the provision
of functional inforination in referential expressions and in preparatory
propositions. The results indicate that the writer's decision to provide
functional information to identify objects was dependent on the physical
task context: if the physical task context was different for producer and
recipient, instructive writers provided functional information, both in
referential expressions and preparatory propositions; if the physical task
context was identical for producer and recipient, instructive writers
showed

a

preference for using perceptual information for the

identification of objects. The results of the analysis did not confirm the
presumed difference in inforniational needs for readers in a reading-tolearn situation and readers in a reading-to-do situation: the provision of
functional inforniation for the identification of objects did not increase
in the reading-to-learn condition.
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Bij het produceren van tekst maakt een taalgebruiker voortdurend
keuzes over de vorni en informativiteit van referentifle uitdrukkingen
die

verwuzen

naar

entiteiten.

Deze

keuzes

beinvloeden

het

referentifle
uitdrukkingen. Een hoge
beschrijving) is vaak
uitgebreide
informativiteitsgraad (een specifieke,

specificatieniveau

van

kenmerkend voor een eerste verwijzing naar een entiteit. De
geadresseerde wordt geacht een nieuwe entiteit toe te voegen aan het
mentale model dat dynamisch in ontwikkeling is tijdens het verwerken
van taal. Het toevoegen van een nieuwe entiteit aan het nientale niodel
niaakt entiteiten die op een eerder moment in de uitwisseling genoenid
werden, niinder toegankelijk. Bij tweede en volgende verwijzingen naar
eerder genoemde entiteiten (anaforische verwijzingen) heeft de
taalproducent steeds opnieuw de taak een beslissing te nemen aangaande
de informativiteit en daarniee het specificatieniveau van die verwijzing;
een anaforische verwijzing naar een recent genoenide entiteit kan een
(zeer) lage informativiteitsgraad hebben. Voorspellingen die gedaan
worden door referentiele theoneen zijn op dit gegeven gebaseerd. Deze
theorieen nemen de nientale beschikbaarheid (of toegankelijkheid) van
entiteiten als uitgangspunt. Een lage mentale beschikbaarheid (bijv. de
entiteit werd nog niet eerder genoemd of heeft een plaats in het mentale
model met geringe prominentie) kan leiden tot een hooginforniatieve

SAMENVATTING

referentiele uitdrukking (een hoog specificatieniveau). Een hoge mentale
beschikbaarheid (bijv. de entiteit werd recentelijk genoenid of heeft een
plaats in het nientale model met een hoge prominentie, zoals de
hoofdpersoon in een verhaal) kan leiden tot een laaginformatieve
referentiele uitdrukking.

Uitgangspunt is dat het specificatieniveau van de referentible
uitdrukking de ontvanger iii staat stelt de bedoelde entiteit uniek te
identificeren. Referentiele uitdrukkingen die meer informatie bevatten
dan strikt noodzakelijk is voor unieke identificatie van de entiteit
waarnaar verwezen wordt, zijn overgespecificeerd. Referenti8le
uitdrukkingen die juist voldoende inforniatie bevatten voor unieke
identificatie van de entiteit, zijn mininiaal gespecificeerd en referentiele
uitdrukkingen die onvoldoende inforniatie bevatten voor unieke
identificatie van de entiveit, zijn ondergespecificeerd.
De centrale onderzoeksvraag in dit proefschrift betreft het
specificatieniveau van referentiele uitdrukkingen in instructieve
taalproductie, en het effect van het specificatieniveau van referentiele
uitdrukkingen in identificatietaken. De analyse die beschreven wordt in
Hoofdstuk 2, belicht de referentiele strategieen die gehanteerd worden
door taalproducenten bij het schrijven van instructieve teksten in
verschillende experimentele gebruikscondities. De teksten werden
geschreven in een conditie die gekennierkt werd door eenmalige
taakuitvoering door de lezer (reading-to-do conditie) of herhaalde
taakuitvoering door de lezer (reading-to-learn conditie), en in een
conditie die gekenmerkt werd door een identieke t-ysieke taakonigeving
(het apparaat waarop de instructies betrekkitig hadden was identiek voor
schrijver en lezer voor wat betreft functionaliteit en uiterlijke
kenmerken) of een verschillende fysieke taakonigeving (het apparaat
waarop de instructies betrekking hadden was identiek voor schrijver en
lezer voor wat betreft functionaliteit niaar verschillend voor wat betreft
uiterlijke kennierken). De analyseresultaten hebben aangetoond dat
taalproducenten in hoge niate overgespecificeerde referentitle
uitdrukkingen gebruiken voor de introductie van entiteiten. Wanneer
de fysieke taakonigeving identiek is voor schrijver en lezer, gebruiken

schrijvers perceptuele ketinierken (vorm, grootte, links) voor de

identificatie van entiteiten. Dit leidt vaak tot perceptuele
overspecificatie; dit type overspecificatie neemt toe in de reading-to154
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learn conditie. Watineer de fysieke taakonigeving verschillend is voor
schrijver en lezer, is de referentiele taak voor de schrijver nicer coinplex
en wordt een :indere strategic gebruikt voor de introductie van
entiteiten. Kennierkend voor deze strategie is het gebruik van extra
proposities (propositionele overspecificatie) en het gebruik van

functionele inforniatie (bijv. 'de alarmknop'), zowel in de referentiele
uitdrukkingen als in de extra proposities.

In Hoofdstuk 3 verschitift de aandacht naar anaforische referentiele
uitdrukkingen. De analyse belicht het specificatieniveau van anaforische
referentiele uitdrukkingen die geproduceerd werden in het corpus
instructieve teksten beschreven iii Hoofdstuk 2. De resultaten tonen aan
dat een identieke fysieke taakonigeving leidt tot een hoog
specificatieniveau van anaforen. Tekstuele factoren die leiden tot een
laag specificatieniveau (zoals bijvoorbeeld de nabijheid van antecedent
en anafoor) beinvloeden het specificatieniveau van anaforen in deze
conditie in mindere niate dan in de conditie die gekenmerkt werd door
een verschillende fysieke taakonigeving voor schrijver en lezer. De
verklaring kan gebaseerd worden op het verschil tussen exoforische
verwijzing (tekst-extern) en endoforische verwijzing (tekst-intern). Bij
het produceren van instructieve teksten is de initiele verwijzing naar een
object op het apparaat waarop de instructie betrekking heeft per
definitie een exoforische verwijzing (identificatie van de entiteit vindt
pla;its in de fysieke taakonigeving). Bij anaforische verwijzing kan de
schrijver endoforisch verwijzen, of opnieuw exoforisch. In een situatie
waarin geen feedback mogelijk is en de taalpartners elkaar niet kiinnen
zien, kan exoforische verwijzing leiden tot referentiele uitdrukkingen
met een hoog specificatieniveau. De analyseresultaten tonen aan dat
schrijvers exoforisch verwijzen wanneer de fysieke taakonigeving voor
schrijver en lezer identiek is (de schrijver kan zich een correcte
voorstelling maken van de fysieke taakomgeving) en endoforisch
verwijzen wanneer de fysieke taakomgeving voor schrijver en lezer
verschillend is (de schrijver kan zich geen correcte voorstelling maken
van de fysieke taakonigeving).

Het effect van overspecificatie van referentiele uitdrukkingen op de
identificatietijd (de tijd die nodig is voor het identificeren van de entiteit
die in de referentiele uitdrukking benoemd wordt) werd gemeten in het
10(/anneer
in
Hoofdstuk 4.
beschreven
perceptie-experinient
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overspecificatie de identificatietijd nadelig beinvloedt, dan kan dit
worden gezien als een schending van het tweede Griceaanse maxime in
de categorie kwantiteit: 'Maak je talige contributie niet informatiever
dan nodig is.' De resultaten tonen aan dat een versnellend effect
optreedt wanneer de overspecificatie de lezer in staat stelt een volledig
mentaill beeld te creeren van het te identificeren object: de ref-erentiele

uitdrukking bevat inforniatie over alle uiterlijke kenmerken van het

object (vorni, kleur en afineting). Daarnaast treedt een versnellend effect
op wanneer de overspecificatie locatie-informatie betreft. Verwijzingen
naar de positie van het object op de verticale as (boven/onder) of op
zowel de verticale als de horizontale as (boven/onder Bn links/rechts)
versnellen de identificatietijd. Een verwijzing naar de positie van het
object op enkel de horizontale as had geen effect op de identificatietijd.

Een vertraging van de identificatietijd werd gemeten wanneer de
overgespecificeerde referentiele uitdrukking niet de mogelijkheid bood
een nientaal beeld te creeren van de te identificeren entiteit: in de
referentiele uitdrukking ontbreekt een verwijzing naar de vorm van het
object. De resultaten van het perceptie-experinient hebben aangetoond
dat overspecificatie in de nieeste gevallen de identificatietijd positief
beinvioedt of niet beinvloedt. Dit ondersteunt de conclusie dat
overspecificatie in instructieve taalproductie geen schending is van het
c,nceaanse niaxime in de categorie kwantiteit. Schrijvers van
instructieve teksten zijn correct in hun oordeel: lezers hebben nieer dan
de minimale int-ormatie nodig om de bedoelde entiteit snel en eenduidig
C.

te identificeren.
De analyseresultaten in Hoofdstuk 2 toonden dan dat het belang van
het communicatieve doel van de instructieve tekst mogelijk van invloed
is Op het specificatieniveau van referentiele uitdrukkingen. Wanneer de
fysieke taakonigeving identiek was voor schrijver en lezer, gebruikten
schrijvers perceptueel overgespecificeerde ref-erentiele uitdrukkingen; dit

nam toe in de reading-to-learn conditie (herhaalde taakuitvoering). Het
effect van het belang van het comniunicatieve doel op overspecificatie
werd onderzocht in het productie-experinietit beschreven in Hoofdstuk
5. Procfpersonen voerden de schrijftaak uit in een
hooginstructieve

conditie of iii een laaginstructieve conditie. De analyseresultaten

bevestigden dat het belang van het comniunicatieve doel het
specificatieniveau
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overspecificatie nani toe in de hooginstructieve conditie. Daarnaast had
het belang van het communicatieve doel invloed op de typen informatie

die werden gebruikt voor de forniulering van referentiele
uitdrukkingen. Referentiele uitdrukkingen die een volledig mentaal
beeld van het object mogelijk maakten weI·den vaker geproduceerd in
de hooginstructieve conditie dan in de liaginstructieve conditie;
hetzelfde geldt voor referentiele uitdrukkingen die locatie-informatie
bevatten.
De resultaten van de verschillende onderzoeken hebben aangetoond
dat in instructieve teksten de mentale activatie van entiteiten geen
verklaring biedt voor het specificatieniveau van de referentiele
uitdrukkingen die verwijzen naar die entiteiten. Instructieve schrijvers
gebruiken in hoge mate overgespecificeerde referentiele uitdrukkingen
voor de identificatie van entiteiten (productie van taal) en die
overspecificatie heeft een positief effect in identificatietaken (perceptie
van
taal).
Voorspellingen die gebaseerd zijn op bestaande
referentietheorieen zijn niet onverminderd van toepassing voor alle
teksten. Correcte voorspellingen kunnen alleen gedaan worden wanneer
binnen bestaande referentietheorieen een differentiatie naar tekstgenre
aangegeven kan worden.
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